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INTRODUCTION
This Report has been developed by the PIU in accordance with Article 12.06, Schedule A
(Reporting), point 3 of the Finance Contract Serapis № 2010-0484, and reflects the evolution of
Program’s performance during the fourth quarter of 2013 and the cumulative progress from the
launching of the first financial instrument “Credit Line” in January 2012.
The Wine Sector Restructuring Program (WSRP) “Filiere du Vin” became effective in January 2012 and
is scheduled to completion in March 2016, with the last disbursement in December 2014. EIB allocated
EUR 75 million for the implementation of activities envisaged under the Program being operational for
almost 4 years.
The WSRP aims to contribute to wine sector recovery and develop the production of bottled wines of
“Protected Designation of Origin” (PDO) and/or “Protected Geographical Indication” (PGI), by (i)
restructuring the wine industry, (ii) improving the quality and consistency of wine produced in Moldova
from the quality of vineyards to the final packaging and dispatch of products, and (iii) diversifying the
country’s export markets.
In order to achieve the Program’s goal and objectives Program Implementation Unit (PIU) will act
through 5 Program components, including the program management:
i. Winemaking enterprises development - upgrade the equipment and facilities, establish new
winemaking enterprises, or expand the activities of the existing ones;
ii.

Viticulture sector development - restructure and revitalize the old and un-productive vineyards,
introduce new growing technologies (drip irrigation, other protection systems) and upgrade the
viticulture equipment at the farm level;

iii.

Support industries enterprises development - upgrade the equipment and facilities;

iv.

Laboratories, training, education and development of food security- acting through:

a. National Laboratories Network Development – establishment / development of the relevant
control bodies and testing wine quality at national level;
b. Education and Research Institutions – support the introduction of the system of PDO and PGI for
Moldovan wines; organize trainings for students; create working laboratories or update the
equipment in the existing laboratories in four affiliated educational institutions.
v.

Program management – PIU operations undertaken for the Program implementation.
The Program Components will be financed through four financial instruments, which are the

Credit line, Leasing, Loan guarantees, and Capital investments.
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PROGRAM PERFORMANCE EVOLUTION: FINANCIAL AND PHYSICAL PROGRESS
In 2013, the 2nd year of implementation, the Program continue through its activities to contribute
to the recovery of the wine sector, mainly to upgrading the equipment and facilities of the winemaking
enterprises and the equipment and facilities of support industries enterprises, to restructure and
revitalize the vineyards and to mechanize the viticulture processes. The Program made the first steps
towards improving the laboratory equipment of the affiliated educational institutions having as a result
a more qualified specialized working force.
From the Program start till the end of 2013 were disbursed 24.6 % from the total Loan amount of
75 million Euros. In average per year are disbursed 10,000 Euros through the “Credit Line”, which is the
only operational financial instrument. In the coming year, 2014 being the last disbursement year under
the actual provisions of the Finance Contract, the outstanding amount of 56,597,640 Euro or 75.4 %
from the total Loan remains to be disbursed (Annex 1. Sub-sector distribution of EIB Loan cumulative
data, 2012-2013). This fact seems to be hard to achieve, that is why the Program implementation period
should be reconsidered and the disbursement period prolonged.
Chart 1. EIB allocated amount vs. ceiling amount per sub-sector, cumulative data 2012-2013
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FINANCIAL PROGRESS SUMMARY

The total amount of expenditures related to all activities implemented by PIU under the Program
during 2013 represents 23,096 thousands Euro, including EIB allocation of 11,036 thousands Euro. The
planned amount of total Program expenditures for 2013 was 57,302 thousand Euros. Thus, the total
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amount of Program actual expenditures compared to the planned amount has a negative balance of
34,206 thousands Euro as emphasized in the table below:
Table 1. Total Program Expenditures plan vs. actual year, EURO
2013
EIB
FB coallocations
financing

GRM

Italian
Grant

Total

Plan ('000 Euro)
Credit line
Laboratories, training, education and
development of food security

28,430
24,730
3,700

28,430
24,730
3,700

442
-

-

57,302
49,460
7,400

Program Management
Actual ('000 Euro)
Credit line
Laboratories, training, education and
development of food security
Program Management
Actual/Plan ('000 Euro)
Credit line
Laboratories, training, education and
development of food security
Program Management

11,036
7,882.03
3,153.75

11,684
8,447
3,237

442
360
-

15
-

442
23,096
16,329
6,391

(17,394)
(16,848)
(546)

(16,746)
(16,283)
(463)

360.41
(82)
-

15
15
-

376
(34,206)
(33,131)
(1,009)

-

-

(82)

15

(66)

This situation resulted from the synergy of several factors that had a negative impact on the wine
sector in general and on FB in particular. From the negative factors can be mentioned the following:
(i) the Russian embargo,
(ii) limited number of Commercial banks that participate to the Program. From the accepted 5
PFI’s only 3 were active during 2013. Mobiasbanca did not finance any FB from the beginning of the
Program and Energbank has attracted only one FB to the Program in 2012,
(iii) limited access to loans of SMEs from the sector.
The total amount of expenditures related to all activities implemented under the Program
cumulative 2012-2013 represents 52,758,384 EUR. Out of which 24,712,318.49 EUR were approved from
the EIB loan, 27,294,942.52 EUR represents beneficiaries co-financing amount, 717,418.35 EUR is
financing obtained from the Republic of Moldova Government and 33,704.5 EUR from Italian Grant, as
indicated in the table below:
The biggest share of EIB allocation goes for winemaking sector in the amount of 18,323,956 Euro,
followed by “Laboratories, training education and development of food safety” 3,153,752.9 Euro,
“Support industry” with around 1,805,976 Euro and the “Viticulture sector” with around 1,428,634 Euro.
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Table 2. Total Program Expenditures per sub-sector cumulative for 2012-2013, EURO
Program Component

EIB
allocations

Beneficiaries
co-financing

GRM

Italian
Grant

Total

Weight,
%

Component 1:
Winemaking enterprises
development
Component 2: Viticulture
enterprises development
Component 3: Support
industries enterprises
development
Component 4:
Laboratories, training,
education and
development of food
security
Program Management

18,323,956.08

14,877,708.05

0.00

0.00

33,201,664.13

63

1,428,633.80

6,669,153.50

0.00

0.00

8,097,787.30

15

1,805,975.71

2,510,831.98

0.00

0.00

4,316,807.68

8

3,153,752.90

3,237,249.00

0.00

0.00

6,391,001.90

12

0.00

0.00

717,418.35

33,704.45

751,122.80

1

Total

24,712,318.49

27,294,942.52

717,418.35

33,704.45

52,758,384

100

Cumulative since 2012 were financed 20 sub-projects in total amount of 52,007.26 thousands
Euro, out of which from EIB loan were approved 24,712.32 thousands Euro and 18,402.36 thousands
Euro were disbursed to FB, as indicated in table 3. From the below table we can conclude as well that
the Beneficiaries’ contribution to the implementation of the sub-projects constitutes about 27,294.94
thousands Euros or 52 % of the total amount of sub-projects while the minimum requirements being of
50 %.
Table 3. Sub-projects amount status, cumulative 2012-2013, ‘000 Euro
Year
Nr of subTotal amount of Beneficiaries co- EIB loan
projects
sub-project
financing
approved
2013
2012

11
9
20

22,720.28
29,286.98
52,007.26

11,684.49
15,610.45
27,294.94

11,035.79
13,676.53
24,712.32

EIB loan
received by PIU
8,607.81
9,794.55
18,402.36

During 2012-2013 PIU, at FB request, pulled from EIB 18,402,360 Euro instead of 24,712,319 Euro
as were approved. PIU received the EIB approved loan in 6 tranches and disbursed the whole amount to
Final Beneficiaries as presented in table 3, with the exception of 592,348 Euro envisaged for financing the
procurements under “Laboratories, training, education and development of food security” component.
The procurements within this component will be done by PIU as envisaged in the Attachment F to the
Program OM “Financing of education and research institutions”, Chapter 3. “Procurement”.
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Table 4. Sub-projects amount by tranches, cumulative 2012-2013, Euro
Period

Value of EIB
allocations

2012

I tranche
4,872,347
II tranche
2,517,395
III tranche
6,286,791
IV tranche 2,162,270
V tranche
4,944,462
VI tranche 3,929,054
Total
24,712,319

2013

Received amount
from EIB

2,930,000
3,934,582
2,929,970
3,663,935
2,254,481
2,689,392
18,402,360

Disbursed
amount by PIU
to PFI

2,858,793
4,005,789
2,929,970
3,663,935
2,254,481
2,097,043
17,810,011

PIU Euro account
remaining
balance

Diff. between EIB
allocations and
received amount

71,207
0
0
0
0
592,348
592,348

6,309,959

During 2012 – 2013, 19 final beneficiaries received EIB sub-loans for implementation of 20 subprojects. From the total amount of sub-projects 14 were implemented in the wine sector in total amount
of 41,299,451 Euro, out of which in winemaking – 33,201,664 Euro and in viticulture – 8,097,787 Euro, 3
sub-projects in the support industry sector in total amount of 4,316,808 Euro and 3 sub-projects were
started under the Program component “Laboratories, training, education and development of food
security” in total amount of 6,391,002 Euro. In the wine sector, there are no approved sub-projects with
purely investments in viticulture. From the 14th sub-projects implemented in the wine sector 8 subprojects contain investments in viticulture. The cumulative sub-projects amount distributed by subsectors are emphasised in the table below:
Table 5. Sub-projects amount per sub-sector, cumulative 2012-2013, Euro

Sub-sector
1 Winemaking
2 Vineyards
3 Support industries
4 Laboratories,
training, education
and development of
food security
TOTAL

No of
subprojects

Total amount
of sub-projects

Value of FB
co financing

Value of EIB
allocations

Value of EIB
loan
disbursed

Weight
from EIB
allocatio
ns, %

14

33,201,664

14,877,709

18,323,956

14,853,370

74

8

8,097,787

6,669,153

1,428,634

1,150,667

6

3

4,316,808

2,510,832

1,805,976

1,805,976

7

3

6,391,002

3,237,249

3,153,753

592,348

13

52,007,261

27,294,943

24,712,318

18,402,360

100

Cumulative 2012-2013 from the EIB approved allocation PIU disbursed the biggest share of 81 %
for sub-projects from the winemaking sector, followed by sub-projects implemented by the enterprises
from the support industry with 10% and sub-projects from the viticulture sector – 6 %. For sub-projects
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under “LTEDFS” components PIU disbursed the first tranche of only 3 % from the allocated amount.
Cumulative EIB disbursed amount by sub-sector is emphasised in the figure below:
Figure 1. EIB disbursements per sub-sector cumulative data 2012-2013, EURO

According to the Moldovan Law the SME’s are classified into micro, small, medium and large
depending on the number of employees, the value of sales income and the value of total assets. Under
the Program cumulative 2012-2013 were financed (through the Credit Line) 16 beneficiaries, including 1
micro enterprise, 5 small enterprises, 6 medium and 4 large. The biggest amount of EIB allocation and
mainly 50.25 % went for large enterprises, 35.36 % for medium enterprises, 14.26 % for small
enterprises and 0.14 % for one financed micro enterprise, as follows:
Table 6. Allocated amount per type of beneficiaries, Euro
Classification according to the Law

Number
of FB

Allocated
amount

% of allocated
amount

micro

Number of employees - ≤ 9
pers. Net annual sales - ≤
3000.0 thousands MDL

1

29,325

0.14

small

Number of employees - ≤ 49
pers. Net annual sales - ≤
25,000.0 thousands MDL

5

3,074,464

14.26

medium

Number of employees - ≤
249 pers. Net annual sales ≤ 50,000.0 thousands MDL

6

7,622,270

35.36

large

Number of employees >250 pers. Net annual sales > 50,000.0 thousands MDL

4

10,832,507

50.25

Total

16

21,558,566

100
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II. PHYSICAL PROGRESS SUMMARY
The below presented data reflects the output indicators per financial components achieved during
the entire Program implementation period (for detailed information on indicators evolution per each
year please see Annex 2. Cumulative Program performance indicators):
Credit Line:
Number of consulted beneficiaries
Number of applications registered
Number of business plan developed
Number of PIU Eligibility Notice issued
Sub-projects being proceeded by PFIs/CLD
Sub-projects financed
Implemented sub-projects
Sub-projects with EIB allocation spent
Sub-projects in course of implementation
Loans allocated to newly created
businesses/first time borrowers

141
42
35
26
9
17
1
6
10
1

Figure 2. Tomai Vinex grape reception hall

Laboratories, training, education and development of food security
Number of consulted institutions
Number of investment project plans
developed
Number of institutions visited by PIU
during approval process

6
4

Number of PIU Eligibility Notice issued
Number of meetings
held by the
working group
Number of sub-projects approved for
financing

3
3

3

3

Figure 3. NCVWC laboratory
Leasing
Activities undertaken for launching the instrument:
(i) Prepare the legal base for allowing PIU to perform
leasing activities,
(ii) Develop the Attachment D to Operation Manual –
“Leasing Operations”,
(iii) Develop the Leasing Policies and Procedures,
(iv) Collaborate with other specialized institutions.
Figure 4. PIU meeting at MoAFI
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A. Credit Line Instrument
During 2013, under this instrument were approved for financing 8 sub-projects in total amount of
16,329,277 Euro, out of which EIB allocation represents 7,882,033 Euro. The beneficiaries’ contribution to
implementation of these sub-projects constitutes 8,447,245 Euro or 51.73 % from the total amount of
sub-projects.
During the reported period through this instrument to Final Beneficiaries were disbursed 8,015,460
Euro, out of which 6,969,484 Euro were disbursed for development of the winemaking sub-sector and
1,045,976 Euro went to the support industries sector, as presented in the table below.
Table 7. Sub-projects amount by sub-sectors for 2013, Euro
N
o/o

I
1
2
3
4
II
1
2
III
1
2
3

Description of sub-project

Winemaking

Winemaking equipment
Constructing/renovating
production buildings
Working capital for
production process
Intangible assets
Viticulture

Viticulture machinery
Vineyards establishment
Support industries

Equipment
Constructing/renovating
production buildings
Working capital for
production process
Total

from which (EUR):
in-kind
cash
contribution contribution

Total
amount of
sub-project

EIB
allocations

Disbursed
amount

FB co
financing

10,573,162
6,294,046

6,558,090
3,972,577

6,969,484
5,873,944

4,015,072
2,321,469

3,688,622
1,995,019

326,450
326,450

4,158,911

2,510,513

1,055,485

1,648,399

1,648,399

-

86,500

75,000

40,055

11,500

11,500

-

33,704

-

-

33,704

33,704

-

3,261,897
467,412

277,967
107,270

-

2,983,931
360,142

2,853,147
360,142

130,783
-

2,794,485
2,494,218
2,090,198

170,697
1,045,976
1,045,976

1,045,976
1,045,976

2,623,789
1,448,243
1,044,222

2,493,005
869,068
485,047

130,783
579,175
559,175

404,021

-

-

404,021

384,021

20,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

16,329,277

7,882,033

8,015,460

8,447,245

7,410,836

1,036,408

Through investments made in winemaking equipment upgrading FB managed to introduce new
technologies and to modernize the wine production processes. At the same time, in order to diversify
the markets FB procured new bottling lines. FB became more aware of the limited natural resources and
made investments in construction of modern energetic blocks and renovation of the water treatment
stations that will allow to reduce the expenses and to preserve the natural resources.
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The investments in viticulture sector are mainly made in procurement of viticulture machinery and
in vineyards establishment. The mechanization of production processes allows to introduce new
technologies and to solve the problem of labour shortage in rural areas. The establishment of new
vineyards allow FB to produce more competitive varieties of grapes and to control the grapes quality.
From the 17 sub-projects financed through Credit Line, 8 sub-projects contain investments in
vineyards as indicated in the table 9. All the below mentioned FB understand the great importance of
qualitative raw material in production of high quality wines and started to invest from own sources in
vineyards establishment. Through investments in vineyards establishment under the Program cumulative
2010-2013 were planted 903.61 ha of vineyards, out of which 856.1 ha were newly established vineyards
and 47.51 ha of productive vineyards were restructured as to be worked mechanically. Effectively,
during 2013 were planted from FB (Fautor and Vinaria Tiganca) sources 26 ha of vineyards and were
restructured 20 ha of vineyards (Tomai Vinex changed the vineyards structure form in order to be able to
cultivate the vineyards with the newly procured viticulture machinery).
Table 8. Investments in vineyards planned vs. actual figures, cumulative 2010-2013
N o/o

Final Beneficiary

Planned vineyards establishment, Euro
BEI

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Asconi LLC

FB

738,160

API Orhei JSC
Suvorov-Vin LLC
JSC Fautor
JSC Cricova
Vinaria Tiganca LLC

104,826
193,974
243,834
196,653
1,664,807
454,708

Tomai-Vinex JSC, inclusive:
establish vineyards

170,697

restructure vineyards

8 Vinaria din Vale JSC
TOTAL

908,857

174,133
1,994,948
5,027,883

Planted vineyards 2010-2013, Euro

Area, ha

135
30
24
19.67
456
20
78.51
20
58.51
409.1
1172.28

BEI

FB

407,235

23,312

407,235

Area, ha

196,700
1,664,807
63,300

19.67
456
6.33

174,133
1,644,948
3,767,200

47.51
374.1
903.61

From the EIB loan allocated for wine sector around 65 % were solicited by the FB from the
viticulture zone Valul lui Traian and around 26 % by FB from the viticulture zone Codru. For viticulture
zone Stefan Voda was allocated 9.51 %, as shown in the table below:
Table 9. EIB allocation per viticulture zone cumulative 2012 - 2013, Euro
viticulture zone

Value of EIB allocations

weight, %

viticulture zone Codru
Winemaking
Vineyards
viticulture zone Stefan Voda
Winemaking

1,771,056.9
1,771,056.9
0.0
650,000.0
635,500.0

25.91%

9.51%
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Vineyards
viticulture zone Valul Traian
Winemaking
Vineyards
Total

14,500.0
4,415,000.0
4,151,533.2
263,466.8
6,836,056.9

64.58%

100.00%

During 2012-2013 PIU collaborated with 4 Intermediary banks (Moldindconbank, Energbank,
Moldova Agroindbank and Banca Sociala) which are assuming all the credit risk regarding the on-lending
of funds to the private beneficiaries. Mobiasbanca, the 5th eligible bank for participation at the Program
was inactive from the very beginning and hasn’t sub-financed any FB. In December 2013, was accepted
for participation the 6th commercial bank – ProCredit Bank.
Moldindconbank is the most active bank that approved and disbursed 7 sub-loans, being followed
by Moldova Agroindbank and Banca Sociala with 4 sub-loans each and Energbank with 2 sub-loans. At
the same time, Moldova Agroindbank is the leader of the sub-loans amount that mounts to 12,778,323
Euros, as indicated below:
Table 10. EIB allocation per PFI cumulative 2012 - 2013, Eur
PFI

Moldova
Agroindbank
Moldindconbank
Banca Sociala
Energbank
Total

Cumulative allocated
amount

Number of subprojects financed

Weight, %
from number
from amount

12,778,323

4

24

59

4,721,276
2,861,697
1,197,270

7
4
2

41
24
12

22
13
6

21,558,566

17

100

100

The biggest share of sub-loans allocated by EIB in 2012-2013 were directed for investments in
fixed assets – 95.85 % and were provided by PFIs for long term loans (LTL) with maturity of 7-10 years,
3.99 % for sub-loans with LTL with maturity of 5 – 7 years and only 0.16 % for sub-projects with medium
term of 3 – 5 years. For investments in working capital PFIs provide loans with a maturity of 5 years, only
1 FB received a sub-loan with a maturity of 4 years, as indicated below:
Table 11. The maturity of sub-loans allocated to FB
Maturity of sub-loans No of loans Allocated amount, EUR The share of the allocated amount, %
Investments
3-5 years
1
29,325
0.16
5-7 years
2
729,600
3.99
7-10 years
12
17,513,403
95.85
Total
15
18,272,328
100.00
14

Working capital
3-5 years
5 years
Total

1
8
9

150,000
3,136,238
3,286,238

4.56
95.44
100

The average allocated sub-loan size constitutes about 1,268 thousands Euro. From the total
approved sub-projects EIB allocated for 8 sub-projects amounts from 600,000 Euro to 2,000,000 Euro.
There are 4 sub-projects that have an EIB allocated amount situated between 50,000-600,000 Euro and
other 4 sub-projects with EIB allocated amounts from 2,000,000 to 5,000,000 Euro.
Table 12. The structure of allocated sub-loans by size
Value

Weight, %

No of loans Allocated amount, EUR

<50,000
50,000-600,000
600,000-2,000,000
2,000,000-5,000,000
Total

1
4
8
4
17

29,325
1,781,296
5,715,438
14,032,507
21,558,566

from number

from amount

6
24
47
24
100

0
8
27
65
100

The CLD interest rate for the Credit Line’s resources for Euro for PFI’s for the interest rates
periods described below include MoF margin of 0.3 % for administrative and operating costs and margin
for covering the exchange rate risk and the CLD margin of 0.4 %. The interest rate for the sub-loans
denominated in Euro is floating, based on 6-month EURIBOR rate + 68 bps and the MoF’s and CLD’s
margins. Thus, the semiannual interest rates for the PFIs are the following:
Table 13 Semi-annual interest rates
Interest period
Euro
Tranche I
01.06-30.11.2012
2.01
24.12.12-24.06.2013
1.698
24.06-23.12.2013
1.709
Tranche II 03.09.12- 04.03.2013
1.624
04.03-03.09.2013
1.714
Tranche III 19.12.12-18.06.2013
1.397
Tranche IV
10.06-10.12.2013
1.68
Tranche V 12.08.2013-12.02.2014
1.721
Tranche VI 16.12.2013-16.06.2014
1.754
For the transparency of the resource’s costs, the information regarding the CLD interest rates for
PFIs

are

posted

periodically

on

the

Ministry

of

Finance

web

page

(http://www.mf.gov.md/ro/istitutii/DLC/RateRecredit ).
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The average commercial interest rate applied by PFIs for financing “Filiere du Vin” final
beneficiaries in Euros include the Ministry of Finance margin and the Credit Line Directorate margin as
well as the banks commercial margin and are determined for each FB separately.
The interest rate applied by PFIs for long term loans from own sources for the same period varies
between 9.25 % and 11.00 % (data was collected from PFIs webpages). According to the National Bank of
Moldova (NBM) reports, the average commercial interest rate for the same period constitutes 6.9 % for
the loans granted to enterprises in foreign currency.
During 2013 the average interest rate for the “Filiere du Vin” sub-loans constitutes 5.69 % in
Euro. The interest rate applied to Program loans for the final beneficiaries is lower than the average
commercial interest rate by 1.21 % and lower from the long term loans offered by PFIs from own sources
by more than 4 %.
Table 14. Average interest rates per PFIs, own versus EIB sources in percentage
N
o/o

PFI

IR applied by PFI to LTL IR applied by PFI for FB
from own sources
financed from EIB loan

1 Banca Sociala
2 Energbank
3 Moldova
Agroindbank
4 Moldindconbank
Average

10.5
11.0
9.25

5.87
5.73
5.64

Difference of IR
between PFI own
sources and EIB loan
4.64
5.28
3.62

9.25
10

5.52
5.69

3.73
4.31

The majority of FBs have a grace period of 2 years for the principal amount. Starting with June
2014, the FB financed within the first tranche will start to reimburse the first principals’ amounts.
Table 15. PFI’s interest rates applied to Program FB
PFI

Final Beneficiary

Initial IR
applied by
PFI, %

Allocation
amount,
EUR

Disbursement
date from PIU
to PFI

Sub-loan
maturity
(years)

Grace
period
(years)

Banca Sociala

DK-Intertrade LLC

6.83

600,000

25.06.2012

5

2

API Orhei JSC
Migdal-P JSC
Vinaria Zimbreni LLC

6.01
5.62
5

517,235
600,000
1,144,462

01.10.2012
20.12.2012
13.08.2013

10
5
8

2
2
3

Asconi LLC

5.8

3,672,347

25.06.2012

10 (FA)
5 (WC)

4 (FA)
2 (WC)

Cricova JSC
Vinaria din Vale JSC
Nova-Imprim LLC

6
5.37
5.37

4,560,000
3,800,000
745,976

20.12.2012
13.08.2013
17.12.2013

10
10
7

4
4
2

Alianta Vin LLC

5.62

597,270

11.06.2013

10

4

Moldova
Agroindbank

Energbank
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Moldindconbank

Alianta Vin LLC

5.83

600,000

25.06.2012

5

2

Suvorov-Vin LLC

5.36

2,000,160

01.10.2012

Fautor JSC

5.83

366,791

20.12.2012

Firstline LLC

5.36

760,000

20.12.2012

10 (FA)
5 (WC)
10 (FA)
5 (WC)
6 (FA)
4 (WC)

4 (FA)
2 (WC)
4 (FA)
2 (WC)
2 (FA)
2 (WC)

Papfin LLC

5.36

300,000

11.06.2013

10

4

Vinaria Tiganca LLC

5.36

650,000

11.06.2013

10 (FA)
5 (WC)

4 (FA)
2 (WC)

Tomai-Vinex JSC

6

615,000

11.06.2013

Divib-media LLC

5.36

29,325

17.12.2013

10
3

4
1

*FA –fixed assets, **WC – working capital

During 2013 PIU has conducted several actions in order to promote the Credit Line and to help
Potential Beneficiaries to access EIB sources more easily, as follows:
 Informed 41 potential beneficiaries at their request by e-mail on EIB requirements and procedures,
procurement rules and other issues in order to access the Credit Line sources;
 Registered 9 Applications from Final Beneficiaries;
 Provided consulting services, guidance and assistance to develop business plans to 15 FB;
 Analysed and reviewed 24 business plans of potential beneficiaries;
 Signed and submitted the PIU Eligibility Notice for the following 15 sub-projects: “Papfin”, ”Vinaria
Tiganca”, Tomai-Vinex”, ”Vinăria din Vale”, ”Bravo Wine”, ”Vinăria Zîmbreni”, ”Agrosudresurs”,
“Cioc-Maidan”, “Corten Vin”, “Imona Grup”, ”Divib Media”, ”Nova - Imprim”, ”National College of
Viticulture and Winemaking”, ”Technical University of Moldova” and ” Practical Scientific Institute
of Horticulture and Food Technology”. All above mentioned beneficiaries from PIU point of view
are eligible for financing and their sub-projects correspond to all eligibility criteria mentioned in
the OM and Side-Letter;


Issued 88 Letters for tax exemptions at request of 9 Final Beneficiaries. The total EIB allocation
amount subjected to tax exemptions constitutes 6,922,082 Euro. Cumulative 2012-2013 were
issued 121 letters for 10 FB in total amount of 11,164,252 Euro (Annex 3. Sub-projects amounts
subjected to tax incentives);

 Reviewed procurement documentation of Credit Line Final Beneficiaries, including:
 Monitor implementation of procurement contracts by 20 FBs financed under Credit Line
Component;
 Review procurement activities under Credit Line Component and provided support (as
requested) to ~ 15 new Final Beneficiaries and 3 previously approved FBs under Credit
Line in organizing their procurements according to EIB procurement requirements as
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emphasized in the Annex 4. PIU activities on procurement aspects provided to Program
Beneficiaries.
 Performed 7 pre-financing visits to Program beneficiaries. The pre-financing monitoring visits were
performed by PIU randomly, on necessity before issuing the Eligibility notice for sub-projects.
During the visit PIU inspects the Beneficiaries’ already made contribution and the place where
the EIB financed goods will be installed. Cumulative 2012-2013 were conducted 10 pre-financing
monitoring visits (Annex 5. Schedule of pre-financing visits of sub-projects submitted by Potential
Beneficiaries). Five of the visited PB received EIB financing and the other five visited PB have not
received EIB approval for financing, including 2 PB that is examined by PFI (Bravo Wine,
Moldnord) and 3 PBs wait EIB No Objections on submitted sub-projects (Imona Grup, Agrogled,
Corten Vin).
 Performed 10 post-financing monitoring visits to Program beneficiaries. The post-financing
monitoring aims to identify the sub-projects implementation status, mainly the compliance of the
implementation schedule, the usage of EIB sources according to the destination and the
implementation of the FB cash contribution declared in the BP. The post-monitoring activities can
be structured in:
 Monitoring visits to the FB factory in order to identify the procured goods, works or
services, apply EIB sticker and collect the in the-field pictures;
 Collecting of justification documents via e-mail or visits to the FBs headquarters;
 Contact by telephone FB in order to find out the implementation status of sub-projects.
In December 2013, in order to have a general impression on implementation status of all sub-projects
financed under the Program, the monitoring activities were structured depending on FB disbursement
date and on the sub-projects implementation status depicted in previously conducted monitoring visits.
As a result, the post-monitoring activities were conducted as indicated in the below table:
Table 16. Monitoring activities in 2013
N o/o

I

Final Beneficiary

Place of visit

Date of monitoring
visit

Monitoring Visits

June
1
First Line
2
Cricova
3
Fautor
October
4 Vinaria din Vale
5

Suvorov Vin

801, Muncesti str., Chisinau
Cricova, Chisinau
Tigheci, Leova

07.06.2013
10.06.2013
27.06.2013

Burlacu village, Cahul district

29.11.2013

Causeni, Cazaclia and Popeasca

31.10.2013
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November
6 MIGDAL P
7 Vinaria Tiganca

Cojusna, Straseni district
Plopi, Cantemir

01.11.2013
06.11.2013

8

Zimbreni, Ialoveni

08.11.2013

I

Vinaria Zimbreni
December
Monitoring Visits

9
10

II

III

CRICOVA
Cricova, Chisinau
Divib Media
Chisinau
FB presented on PIU request justification documents
1 Tomai Vinex
PIU office
2 FIRSTLINE
PIU office
3 FAUTOR
PIU office
4 ASCONI
PIU office
5 API Orhei
PIU office
6 DK-Intertrade
PIU office
7 Alianta Vin
PIU office
FB monitored via telephone
1 Alianta Vin (II
project)
2 Papfin

16.12.2013
27.12.2013
Dec-13
Dec-13
Dec-13
Dec-13
Dec-13
Dec-13
Dec-13
Dec-13
Dec-13

As a result of the monitoring activities were developed 16 sub-project implementation monitoring
reports. All the collected justification documents are kept at PIU office in the FB dossiers. PIU out of the
monitoring activities conducted depicted the level of completion of the sub-projects that is emphasised
in the Annex 6. Status of financed sub-projects at the end of 2013.
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B. Leasing Instrument
During 2013 PIU developed the leasing operation procedures, policies and regulations, as well as
the supporting documents for launching the Leasing instrument. All activities for launching the Leasing
instrument were based on the concept that leasing operation will be done by PIU and can be structured
in 4 main activities:
1. Prepare the legal base for allowing PIU to perform leasing activities
PIU amended its Regulation, by including specific provisions regarding leasing activity, which are
aimed to permit PIU manage and accomplish financing of potential beneficiaries of the Program using
leasing instrument and submitted it to MoAFI. In the second half of the year, PIU’s amended Regulation
was presented to authorize bodies in order to prepare a final document to be approved by the State
Government. The amended version of PIU Regulation was performed according to the activities
described below:
Table 17. PIU activities undertaken for preparing the legal base

1

Activities

Date

Preparing the draft version of the PIU Regulation and submission of it to MoAFI.

03.01.2013 –

Adjusting the PIU Regulation after receiving comments and recommendations from

29.07.2013

MoAFI.

2
3

MoAFI submitted the proposed adjusted version of the PIU Regulation to the ministries

03.01.2013 -

and institutions involved in the examination of this document.

11.04.2013

Organizing a number of meetings, discussions and debates within PIU in order to

03.01.2013 –

generate necessary adjustments to the PIU Regulation and to complete the "Table of

29.07.2013

divergences" - a document prepared by MoAFI juridical department on comments and
suggestions presented by all ministries and institutions involved.

4

Receiving the Expertise Report issued by the National Anti-Corruption Center on

13.03.2013

proposed amendments to PIU Regulation regarding leasing activity.

5

Receiving the conclusions from the National Commission for Financial Markets on

25.04.2013

proposed amendments to PIU Regulation.

6

Receiving legal expertise on proposed amendments to PIU Regulation regarding leasing

03.05.2013

activity from the Ministry of Justice.

7
8

Adjustment of the "Table of Divergences" with PIU/MoAFI arguments on objections and

03.01.2013 –

proposals submitted by all ministries and institutions involved.

29.07.2013

Participation at the public debates together with MoAFI and related institutions, as well

12.07.2013

as representatives of the civil society. During the debates were discussed the identified
divergences (comments and suggestions) and the mutual opinion was related in the
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Minutes of meeting which was signed by all participants.

9

Translation into Russian the adjusted version of the PIU Regulation which should

27.07.2013

accompany the draft version of PIU Regulation submitted for approval.

10 Preparing the informative note that contains financial and economic justification of the

29.07.2013

need for the proposed amendments to PIU Regulation, which accompany the draft
version of PIU Regulation.

11 Sending all the documents to the State Chancellery which, in line with established

01.09.2013

procedures, will prepare the entire package of documents for Government approval of
the adjusted Regulation.

2. Develop the Attachment D to Operation Manual – “Leasing Operations”
Following to EIB recommendations, PIU continued to prepare basis for discussions with MoF
regarding their point of view on the implementation procedure of leasing component elaborated and
described by PIU in the Attachment D to Operation Manual – “Leasing Operations”. Attachment D and
annexes to it were performed within PIU through the activities presented in the table below:
Table 18. PIU activities undertaken for developing the Attachment D to the OM
Activities
1

Continuing monitoring of updates in the Moldovan regulations on leasing activities, legal and fiscal
aspects of the finance leasing.

2

Organizing a number of meetings, discussions and debates in order to finalize design of the
Attachment D to Operation Manual – “Leasing Operations” and a number of annexes related to it.

3

Finalizing design of Attachment D to Program Operations Manual regarding the Leasing instrument.

4

Creating Annex D-1. List of eligible expenditures in leasing operations (draft).

5

Finalizing design of Annex D-2. Sub-Financing Agreement signed between MoF and PIU (model).

6

Finalizing design of Annex D-3. PIU Request for Sub-Financing form (with lease dossier).

7

Creating Annex D-4. PIU Sub-Loan presentation report (form).

8

Creating Annex D-5. CLD Letter of approval/ rejection (form).

9

Finalizing design of Annex D-6. Lease financing application from a potential beneficiary (form).

10

Finalizing design of Annex D-7. Lease agreement (form).

11

Finalizing design of Annex D-8. Specific provisions of the Contract of sale, acts of handover related to
leasing operations (forms).

12

Finalizing design of Annex D-9. Leasing schemes.
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3. Develop the Leasing Policies and Procedures
During 2013 PIU continued to elaborate the leasing policies and procedures for launching the
Leasing instrument. The main activities were following:
Table 19. PIU activities undertaken for developing the Leasing Policies and Procedures
Activities
1

Organizing a number of meetings, discussions and debates in order to elaborate leasing policies and
procedures.

2

Finalizing design of the leasing portfolio classification and risk provisions procedures .

3

Elaborating the risk management policy for leasing with the purpose of identifying and evaluate
general financial risks and risks related to leasing transactions.

4

Finalizing design of the client evaluation procedures for assessing lessee’s ability to generate cash
flow from business operations to service lease payments.

5

Elaborating a model of a Lessee’s business plan.

6

Elaborating draft version of Internal post -finance monitoring procedures.

4. Collaborate with other specialized institutions
PIU carried out several meetings with local and external leasing company’s representatives in
order to share their leasing operations experiences and discuss the possibilities of cooperation and
collaboration in implementation process of leasing component.
Table 20. PIU activities undertaken in collaboration with other specialized institutions
Activities
1

PIU participated at the meeting organized by EIB with Raiffeisen Leasing Moldova
representatives.

2

PIU conducted a study trip to Romania and met with The National Vineyard Growers and Wine
Producers Association representative, the Budureasca LLC company managers and with the
UniCredit Leasing IFN SA representatives.
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C. Laboratories, Training, Education and Development of Food Security
During 2013 to Final Beneficiaries of this Component were allocated 3,153,753 Euro and
disbursed 592,348 Euro. These funds were allocated to finance 3 eligible sub-projects with the total subprojects amount of 6,391,002 Euro. The beneficiaries’ contribution to implementation of these subprojects constitutes 3,237,249 Euro or 51 % from the total amount of sub-projects.
From the disbursed amount PIU will commence the first enowments, in line with respective
investment projects, of the Technical University of Moldova (TUM) in amount of 72,175 Euro, for
National College of Viticulture and Winemaking Chisinau (NCVWC) in amount of 304,474 Euro and for
Practical Scientific Institute of Horticulture and Food Technology (PSIHFT) - 215,699 Euro, as presented
in the table below:
Table 21. Total sub-projects amounts of Education and Research Institutions, Euro
Education and Research
Institution
Tehnical University of
Moldova (TUM)
National College of Viticulture
and Winemaking Chisinau
(NCVWC)
Practical Scientific Institute of
Horticulture and Food
Technology (PSIHFT)
Total

Total
amount of
sub-project
1,604,280

Beneficiaries
co-financing

EIB allocated
amount

EIB disbursed
amount

803,203

801,077

72,175

1,575,830

797,993

777,837

304,474

3,210,892

1,636,053

1,574,839

215,699

6,391,002

3,237,249

3,153,753

592,348

The allocate amount under this Program component was structured in 7 categories as indicated in
the table 24. PIU from the allocated amount will spent 212,000.00 Euro for procurements under
vineyards establishment, 172,915.00 Euro for procurements under viticulture machinery, 58,961.00
Euro for ICT equipment and 149,805.00 Euro for laboratories’ furniture.
All these procurements were requested by PSIHTA and NCVWC and are in line with their respective
investment projects. In total, for Winemaking equipment (micro winery) will be spent 496,647.00 Euro
and 1,512,828.00 Euro for Laboratory Equipment & reagents/supplies/lab furniture.
Table 22. The structure of allocated amount per type of procurements, Euro
N o/o
I

Procurement Activity
Viticulture machinery
PSIHFT
NCVWC
Subtotal

Estimated Cost

135,685.00
37,230.00
172,915.00
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II

Vineyards establishment
PSIHFT - establish a Nurseries graft & rootstock plantation - 9ha (including design of)
NCVWC - procure seedlings for ampelographyc collection (10 ha)
NCVWC - establish an ampelographyc collection (10 ha)
Subtotal
Winemaking equipment (micro winery)
PSIHFT
NCVWC
TUM
Subtotal
Construction/Repairing works (all for ISPHTA)
Construction of a sandwich panel refrigerator (including design of) 7501 m3
Construction of a Vines grafting workshop (400 m2)
Construction of a solarium (300 m2)
Renovation of 2 greenhouses
Micro winery building - capital repair of the roof
Micro winery building - capital repair of the micro winery halls
Subtotal
ICT equipment
PSIHFT
NCVWC
Subtotal
Furniture (lab and classroom)
PSIHFT
NCVWC
Subtotal
Laboratory Equipment & reagents/supplies
PSIHFT
NCVWC
TUM
Subtotal

III

IV

V

VI

VII

TOTAL:

90,000.00
30,000.00
92,000.00
212,000.00
237,107.00
187,365.00
72,175.00
496,647.00
180,000.00
154,300.00
15,000.00
26,617.00
69,032.00
105,647.00
550,596.00
9,082.00
49,879.00
58,961.00
36,070.00
113,735.00
149,805.00
516,298.00
267,628.00
728,902.00
1,512,828.00

3,153,752.00

In order to get EIB No Objections on the BPs presented by educational institutions and to receive
financing on them, in 2013 PIU conducted the following activities:


PIU together with Science, Training and Rural Extension Department from MoAFI convoked 2
meetings of the working group consisting of: Ministry of Education, Science Academy and
related Research Institutions representatives. As a result, the Educational and Research
Institutions identified enough own contributions able to cover the required investments and
developed the investment projects plans ;



Before issuing an Eligibility Notice for the submitted BPs, PIU has conducted pre-financing
monitoring visits to all the Educational Institutions. The scope of visits was to evaluate the
actual conditions of the laboratories were the equipment will be installed; the places and sites
were the investment will be made. As a result PIU had recommended to the Educational
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Institutions representatives to include in the sub-projects a Commitment to provide satisfactory
conditions for the laboratories and places were the investment will be made;


According to the provisions of Finance Contract and Side Letter issued by EIB, as well as
provisions of the Operational Manual referring on this component of the Program, PIU
developed and submitted to EIB for No objection (respectively, No Objection was received from
EIB):
a. the draft of the Attachment F to the Operational Manual of the Program;
b. Procurement plan divided per type of procurement activity and estimated costs
(synchronized with FBs) elaborated by PIU jointly with beneficiary institutions.

During Q4 of 2013, based on the No Objection received from EIB on this component’ operational
manual and proposed investment plans, PIU has begun to work together with FBs towards establishing
technical/supply parameters for the first procurements:


Micro-winery equipment supply and installation to Technical University of Moldova and the
National College of Viticulture and Winemaking in total amount of 259,540 Euro;



Information and Communication Equipment (PCs, projectors, MFUs etc.) for the National
College of Viticulture and Winemaking and for the Scientific-Practical Institute of Viticulture and
Food Technology in the amount of 58,961 Euro;



Laboratory equipment (including lab furniture and lab supplies) for Moldova State University,
the National College of Viticulture and Winemaking and for the Scientific-Practical Institute of
Viticulture and Food Technology in the amount of 149,805 Euro;
st

Table 23. Procurement plan for the 1 disbursed tranche, Euro

N o/o
I
1
2
II
1
2
III
1
2
IV
1
2

Type of procurements
Winemaking equipment (micro winery)
CNVVC
UTM
Subtotal
ICT equipment
ISPHTA
CNVVC
Subtotal
Furniture (lab and classroom)
ISPHTA
CNVVC
Subtotal
Construction/Repairing works (all for ISPHTA)
Micro winery building - capital repair of the roof
Micro winery building - capital repair of the micro winery halls
Subtotal
Total

Amount
187,365
72,175
259,540
9,082
49,879
58,961
36,070
113,735
149,805
69,032
55,010
124,042
592,348
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Worth to mention here is that the component beneficiary institutions have limited capacity to
efficiently interact with PIU on issues regarding establishing quality technical specification (and
adjacent supply services) for the goods to be procured. It takes long weeks to beneficiaries to reply to
PIU requests for additional information, clarifications: all these issues jeopardizing a prompt
implementation of the “Laboratories, training education and development of food security”
Component.
More, during November month (2013), the National College of Viticulture and Winemaking
approached PIU with a request to take into consideration a new investment project (the estimated
budget remaining unchanged). The College presented to PIU an investment project that contained
major changes/deviations from what was initially approved by the Ministry of Agriculture and Food
Industry extended Working group, the PIU Council of Observers and the EIB. Out of planned to be
equipped 14 labs, 4 were excluded, 1 new laboratory included; and most financial resources were
imperatively oriented towards micro-winery/viticulture equipment, whereas lab equipment was almost
excluded from the investment project. The PIU warned this beneficiary that if it intends to implement
the new/modified investment project, a new round of approval steps will have to be followed. This
means that from now on the College could drop from the implementation process.
During 2013, PIU has identified as well two new potential beneficiaries from the Education sector,
namely the Professional School from Nisporeni and Professional School from Leova. Meeting with the
representatives of these schools have been made in order to explain the entire financing concept. In
the coming year, PIU plans to continue working with these institutions.
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D. Technical Assistance activities
During 2013, PIU together with MoAFI presented their recommendations and suggestions to the
Technical assistance TOR provided by the EIB. PIU is expecting to start benefiting from 2nd phase of TA
by mid spring 2014.
E. Program Management
During the reported period PIU had 4 meetings with EIB representatives, attended 1 training
organized by EIB representatives, conducted a study visit to Romania with the topic “Production of
wines with IGP and PGI. Opportunities and particularities of leasing in wine sector”, convoked 3
meetings of the Council of Observers and a round table with the participation of the PFIs and DLC
entitled "Partnership relations under Filiere du Vin Program: achievements, challenges and prospects".
PIU met with EIB representatives as follows:


On the 14th of March with Jaani Pietikainen. The first part of the meeting was dedicated to the
discussions with MoAFI representative’s with regard to the technical assistance TOR’s definition
and the rest of the time was discussed the current situation of beneficiaries, leasing and also the
possibility of performing an audit on Filiere du Vin activity.



On the 25 of April with Jaani Pietikainen and Luca PONZELLINI, Senior Loan Manager. During the
meeting were approached various practical issues related to the effective implementation of
the first component “Credit Line”, next stage of approval Leasing instrument and distribution of
the loan to the Educational Institutions designed for Laboratories, Training and Development of
Food Security. The second part of the meeting was dedicated to the discussions with Minister of
Agriculture and Food Minister Vasile Bumacov and Agriculture Advisor, Waldemar
Sochaczewski. The discussion topic was the development of the agro-food wholesale market, as
well as the second phase of technical assistance for the project.



During 15 to 17 of July PIU received an official delegation composed of the following
representatives: Thomson Campbell, Adviser and Luca PONZELLINI, Senior Loan Manager.
During the meeting were approached practical aspects of good conduct of further continuation
of the program, the effective implementation of the first component of the financial instrument
“Credit Line”, and the promotion of the following financial instrument ”Leasing”. Another aspect
discussed was the distribution of the loan to the Educational Institutions designed for
Laboratories, Training and Development of Food Security and the next stages to be performed
after the approval of the Educational investment projects by the Working Group set up by the
Ministry of Agriculture.
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On 3rd of October with Heinz OLBERS and Marion HOENICKE. According to the agenda, after
meeting with the Minister of Agriculture, EIB representatives have visited one of first
beneficiaries of the program "Asconi" company.
PIU attended the training organized by EIB representatives for Program partners: PFIs and CLD.

The guests of this training were representatives of credit departments of both PFIs as well as
representatives of Credit Line Directorate. In the training session were addressed topics such as
capitalization and efficient use of resources received from the European Investment Bank, eligibility of
the sub-projects, procurement and environmental case studies.
Between 15 of October and 19 of October PIU performed a study trip in Romania with the topic
“Production of wines with PDO and PGI. Opportunities and particularities of leasing in wine sector”.
During the visit PIU together with the Ovidiu Gherghe, Director of National Vineyard Growers and Wine
Producers Association (PNVV) and Anton Giminadis, Agency for Payments and Intervention in
Agriculture (APIA) has visited Crama Budureasca Winery located in Prahova Valley. During the visit, the
Romanian hosts have shared experience and practices regarding the production and export of wines
with PDO and PGI. In addition, PIU had a meeting with representatives of the Leasing Department from
UniCredit Leasing . During the meeting were discussed topics related to the leasing practices used in
Romania, issues and specifics of this activity.
On the 12th of December PIU organized a round table for Program stakeholders that are
representatives of: MoF, CLD, PFIs, CEED II, MoAFI and ProConsulting (company that helps FB develop
BPs). During the round table PIU presented to participants the common results achieved from the
beginning of the Program, the activities related to post-monitoring of FB undertaken by PIU and
discussed specific issues related to procurement activities. Also, were discussed the prospects for
development and mutual benefits resulting from the intensification of the partnership and discussed
the challenges that beneficiaries faces in the wine branch lending. At the same time, PIU thanked all
stakeholders for the day to day activities held within Filiere du Vin Program.
1. Program PR actions
In the 2013, dissemination of Program activities implemented in the viticulture sector was
executed continuously via national, regional and local mass media. Promotion activities reflect the
implemented activities, achievements and performances reached by the Program FB, facilitations (fiscal
incentives) provided to FB for procurements under the Program and the EIB support in implementing
investments projects in the viticulture sector.
During the reference period, PIU conducted several promotion activities through the following
channels:
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 Radio Channels
During the 2013 year PIU has continued to air the Program radio spot at the 2 main national radio
chains (“Vocea Basarabiei” and Radio “Noroc”) for a period of 3 months, 3 times per day starting with
February 2013 in order to continue targeting the small and medium wine sector beneficiaries. Both
radio channels were selected based on criteria “biggest rural coverage” and most radio listeners are of
35 years and up.
During the second quarter, due to Russian diversity from Moldova, it was decided to elaborate a
Russian version of the radio spot and to air it in the UTA Gagauzia region due to a big number of wine
and grape producers in the region where the predominant spoken language is Russian. PIU has started
the airing of the Program Russian radio spot at the radio chain “Albena” in the biggest towns from the
region: Comrat and Taraclia for a period of 3 months, 4 times per day starting with 20 of May 2013.
 TV Channels
For the second quarter 2013 it was decided to diversify and increase the media visibility by
promoting the program’s concept through television channels. PIU has contracted a professional video
company in order to elaborate the Program video spot, concept that will be based on success stories
and interviews with Final Beneficiaries. In this sense, the video company elaborated a short video spot
(40 sec) intended to be diffused at local television channels. Besides this, the company was contracted
to elaborate a 10 min documentary video spot, which will include success stories and interviews with
Final Beneficiaries, Minister of Agriculture and Food Industry and EIB representative. In September
both video spots were finalised and presented to the PIU. In the same period another company was
contracted to multiply both versions of the cd’s Romanian and English. In November PIU has signed a
contract with the TRM “Moldova 1” TV Channel with national coverage for a 2 months period, in order
to diffuse the short version (40 sec) of the video spot twice a day starting with December same year.
The airing was stipulated to be in prime time, during the morning and evening news info block.
On the 3rd of November PIU participated at the agricultural TV show called “Bastina” at the
national TV channel “Moldova1”. At the TV show were invited the Program Director, Iurie Brumarel and
Minister of Agriculture, Vasile Bumacov. The discussion was focused on program’s activity and results
achieved so far and the new financial components that are in phase of elaboration. Besides this, the
PIU 10 min documentary video spot was aired during the show.
In the same month was filmed an interview with Mr. Vasile Bumacov, Ministry of Agriculture in
a wine related TV show called “Punkt”. The discussion topics were focused on the current situation of
the wine sector and the program’s activity. During the TV show was also placed a short video publicity
(40 sec video spot). The TV show was intended to be aired in December but was postponed for the
period after the holidays.
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 Online media
During the mentioned period PIU has placed information about the program on several websites
with tangency to the small and micro-enterprises, such as: vinmoldova.md, odimm.md, aipa.md, and
businessportal.md.
PIU continued through the year to constantly update and improve the website content with events
and news in order to maintain transparency and a good visibility of Program’s activity on the Program
website www.winemoldova.md .
During the mentioned period PIU created also the page “Filiere du Vin” on the social network
Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/pages/Filiere-du-Vin-Program/).
 Articles in Magazines
PIU collaborated with “Punkt” magazine, that publishes wine related articles and sustained also
the Hedonistic Club in Moldova. In “Punkt” PIU has placed 3 times direct publicity and has placed in
May an interview with Mr. Bumacov Vasile, the Ministry of the Agriculture and Food Industry regarding
the Program’s activity development and current situation of the wine sector in Moldova.
During the year, PIU has collaborated with “Logos Press” newspaper and has written articles
dedicated to the updating the Filiere du Vin Credits, mentioning all the Final Beneficiaries that have
received EIB financing so far, loans conditions and interests rates. One article appeared in June number
called “Filiere du Vin Loan” and the second “The 5th tranche of the Credit Line” in November 2013. In
collaboration with “Komersant” newspaper, PIU had an article published in November “Money, Years
and Wine”.
At the request of the Italian Chamber of Commerce from Moldova, PIU has prepared an
informative article concerning the activity of the program, conditions of applying and eligible
beneficiaries. The article has been published in March in Italian language in “Il Ponte” magazine.
 Publications
PIU placed promotion information on the Program in the Guide “Protection Systems for the
Viticulture” elaborated by the GPEA. The Guide has a print run of 1000 pieces and is distributed by the
GPEA to all the grape producers. On the 24 of December PIU attended the seminar dedicated to the
launching of this guide and presented the program activity to the participants gathering grape
producers from the country. During the event, PIU has also aired the 10 min documentary program
video spot. At this event a number of 100 leaflets were distributed to the participants.
 Seminars and Agricultural Forums
PIU has participated with a presentation about the support provided by the Program for investments
made in the wine sector at the “Investment International Forum” that took place on 1st of March 2013.
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PIU started collaboration with several Firms providing Consultancy in Agriculture, such as: ”ACSA,
“Success Consulting” and “Agroinform”. These consultancy firms organize seminars, trainings; provide
assistance and consultancy in agricultural and rural zones. PIU has made six presentations regarding the
Program’s activity and has distributed informative 300 leaflets in wine related regions.
In collaboration with “Agroinform” in November PIU participated at 9 seminars in the regions with the
topic “Getting Access to the Credits in agriculture” where had the possibility to report about the
program eligibility conditions and a total of 700 leaflets were distributed to the participants.
 Exhibitions and Festivals
PIU team has participated to wine related exhibitions in Moldova at “Expovin Moldova 2013” held
on 20-23th of February, event which is held every spring in Moldova. PIU has distributed 50 promotion
leaflets and materials and has discussed with the traditional wine industry representatives, in order to
inform Potential Beneficiaries with the scope, objectives and financial instruments of the Program, with
eligible and non-eligible activities / beneficiaries of the Program.
In order to increase Program visibility, PIU collaborated with Grapes Producers and Exporters
Association (GPEA). On the 8th of September, PIU participated at Grapes Festival held in Cimislia town,
Festival organized for the first time by the Ministry of Agriculture and Food Industry in association with
Grapes Producers Association. At the Festival was organized a Forum gathering grape producers and
exporters, event where PIU disseminated a number of 200 informative leaflets.
In September, PIU started preparations for the “National Wine Day of Moldova” which is held
traditionally in the first weekend of October, gathering wine producers, wine professionals and wine
lovers. In this context, PIU has collaborated with the company that organizes the Festival, contracted a
company to rent a stand and other accessories related to the stand design. Additionally, PIU has
prepared the design for the promotional materials (leaflets, bags, cd-s in Romanian and English, wine
glasses) in order to disseminate them at the festival. During the festival, a number of 100 leaflets were
distributed.
During the year, PIU team has participated to wine related exhibition in Moldova, at “Vernisajul
Vinului”-Spring Edition 2013 held on 16 of April and Winter edition held on 18 December, event which
is gathering wine producers, wine professionals and wine lovers. PIU has been present with Program’s
informative Banners, distributed 200 promotion leaflets and materials and has discussed with the
traditional wine industry representatives, in order to inform Potential Beneficiaries with the scope,
objectives and financial instruments of the Program, with eligible and ineligible activities/beneficiaries
of the Program. At the winter edition, Program’s Filiere du Vin logo was printed on all the materials
distributed at this event: invitation, tickets, on online banners and wine degustation fiches.
 PFI’s national network
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In the third quarter of 2013, PIU has prepared a distribution campaign of the program
informative leaflets through the five PFIs. PIU has collaborated with all the banks, including MoldovaAgroindbank, Banca Sociala, Energbank, Moldindconbank and Mobiasbanca. PIU offered PFI’s 1400
leaflets to be distributed through PFI’s regional offices, including 63 territorial branches and 5
headquarters. During the year, PIU has maintained collaboration with the banks in order to check and
supply the stocks whenever needed. In this context, an additional 600 leaflets where sent to the banks.
During a monitoring visit in Cahul, that took place on the 29 of October, PIU has conducted a survey
and discussed with the representatives of the 4 existing bank branches in order to check the leaflets
distribution and supply the stocks.
Additionally, PIU has placed Promotional Stand at Ministry of Agriculture and Food Industry office,
located at the 7th floor along with wine producer’s stands.
2. Procurement activities
During 2013 the PIU procurement operations for Program Management were oriented towards
organizing procurements related to PIU; monitor implementation of PIU signed contracts with
suppliers/consultants – all these leading to ensure that PIU is continuously staffed and endowed with
acceptable resources (office premises, communications, etc.) – in accordance with the Finance Contract
(Article 6.08 – to have a PIU established with terms of reference and staffing and resources acceptable
to the EIB and which is fully operational).
Table 24. Program Management procurement activity for 2013
Activity date
01 Jan. 2013

Procurement method & subject of the contract
Additional Amendment to Contract no. 01/C6 from 03 Oct. 2011
for procurement of PIU office rent/utilities services

04 March
2013

Direct contracting for PIU ICT maintenance services/ minor
procurement of ICT equipment. Contract #3 Comp.6C2013A
from March 04, 2013
Shopping (#31 C62013) for procurement of office supplies
Additional Amendment to
Contract no. 82 from 02 August, 2011, for procurement of Cell
phone communication services for PIU staff
Additional Amendment to
Contract no. CN/5117/OMD
from 18 July, 2011, for
procurement of Internet connection services for PIU office
Direct contracting for elaborating the Guide “Vineyards
maintenance and protection” (Contract nr. #28C62013B from
27/03/2013)
Direct contracting for provision of supplies (office cleaning / for
meetings etc.) to PIU (contract #53 from 08 Febr. 2013)

13 Jan, 2013
01 Jan. 2013

01 Jan. 2013

27 March
2013
08 Febr.
2013

Contracted company
Centrul de Perfecţionare în
Domeniul Mecanizării
Agriculturii
"NOI TI and Service" SRL

Birovits SRL
I.M. MOLDCELL S.A.

I.M. Orange Moldova S.A.

Associtation of Producers
and Exporters of Grapes
I.C.S. METRO CASH & CARRY
MOLDOVA S.R.L.
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18 March
2013
15 Jan. 2013

13 Febr.
2013
22 Jan. 2013

28 March
2013
22 March
2012
10 April 2013

10 April,
2013

12 June,
2013

20
September,
2013
15 July, 2013
01
September,
2013
10
December,
2013
10
December,
2013
25 October,

Direct contracting for procurement of wine accessories (glasses)
for PIU representation needs. Contract #31 Comp.6A2013 from
March 18, 2013
Direct contracting for procurement of international flight tickets
for PIU needs / insurance services. Contract #31 Comp.6E2013
from Jan 15 2013
Direct contracting for procurement of PIU web page updating
services. Contract #31 C6H2013 from Febr 13, 2013
Direct contracting for procurement of creation of an audio spot
and its broadcasting – for Credit Line Component. Contract #31
C6N2013 from January 22, 2013
Direct contracting for procurement of insurance services of PIU
assets. Contract 286/13 from March 28, 2013
Direct contracting for procurement of CASCO insurance services
for PIU vehicle (Skoda 2012). Contract ACA/2013 – 464 from
March 22, 2013
Direct contracting for participation services at the exhibition
Wine Vernisaj – from April 16, 2013 (Contract no. #2013 31C6A
from April 10, 2013)
Direct Contracting for the following services: car washing, office
cleaning, seminars catering services, heating/electricity and AC
maintenance, minor repairing - all for PIU rented offices
(Contract no. 2013 31C6B from April 10, 2013)
Direct contracting of video spot creation services – filming of a
video spot on Program success stories – to attract more
potential beneficiaries (Contract no. #2013 31C6D from June 12,
2013)
Contract amendment signed for procurement of additional
services: synchronized translation into English of the Program
video spot (Amendment no.1 to Contract no. #2013 31C6D from
12 June, 2013).
Direct contracting for Program ICT system maintenance services
(Contract no. #3 Comp.6C2013B from July 15, 2013).
Contract amendment signed for increasing contract budgeted
price for 2013 for procurement of cell phone communication
services for Program (Amendment no. 05 to Contract Nr.82 from
02 August, 2011).
Contract amendment signed for decreasing unused contract
budgeted amount for 2013 for procurement of cell phone
communication services for Program (Amendment no. 06 to
Contract Nr.82 from 02 August, 2011).
Contract amendment signed for decreasing unused contract
budgeted amount for 2013 for procurement of PIU office utilities
services (Amendment no. 04 to Contract Nr. 01/C6 from 03
October, 2011).
Direct contracting of ICT programming service provider to

"SRL Vinfoteca & Co"

"Dedal Business Travel" SRL

„BRV ISTCOM” SRL
OWH TV Studio

„EUROASIG GRUP” SA
Moldasig SA

Association of Producers and
Exporters of wine
SRL”Agrofermotech”

Private entrepreneur – Mr.
Iurie Virlan

Private entrepreneur – Mr.
Iurie Virlan

"NOI TI and Service" SRL
Moldcell SA

Moldcell SA

Centrul de Perfecţionare în
Domeniul Mecanizării
Agriculturii
"NOI TI and Service" SRL
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2013

03
December,
2013
14
November,
2013
04 December
2013
03 December
2013
28 October
2013

continue the previously began activity of adjusting, setup and
installation of Project Management and Information System
(Contract no. #3 Comp.6C2013C)
Procurement of publication services of viticulture guideline, Iunie Prim SRL
sponsored by PIU (Contract no. #28C62013C)
Procurement of Program video spot broadcasting services

IPNA Compania „TeleradioMoldova”

Procurement of sponsorship (promotion) and participation Anodilia SRL
services at the “Wine Opening (vernisaj)”. (Contract no #2013
31C6F)
Procurement of hand-made winter cards
Prisăcaru Olga (individual
entrepreneur)
Amendment for increasing the contract price for procurement of I.C.S. METRO CASH & CARRY
supplies (Amendment no.1 to contract no.53 din 08 febr. 2013)
MOLDOVA S.R.L.

During the reported period PIU had several selections and hiring activities:
-

In line with expanding necessities for field monitoring visits under Credit Line Component and
the emerging Research and Education Institutions Component, an additional Project Driver was
contracted by PIU on 20/05/2013 (Mr. Gheras Constantin).

-

In order to have expertise and advice (necessary to Project Executive Director (PED), PIU staff
members, Final Beneficiaries and other relevant stakeholders) on all aspects that involve
investments to be made in construction / reconstruction of facilities related to wine sector,
under Credit Line Component, an Construction Specialist was competitively selected by PIU.
Contract was signed with Mrs. Irăna Ermacova-Cercel on May 01, 2013.

-

Contract extension amendment (after returning from maternity leave) was signed with Program
M&E Expert.

-

Contract extension amendment was signed with existing Program Legal Expert (extended till
end of year 2013).

-

Contract amendment for adjusting the fee for translation/proofreading with D.Boroda,
previously contracted Program translator.

-

Contract signed with an individual for janitorial services for PIU premises (Mr. Serghei Papuc).

-

In order to promptly implement the newly approved “Education and Research Component” (in
amount ~ 3.2mln Euros), with the purpose of consolidating its procurement capacities, PIU
began collecting CVs for selecting an individual for the position of Procurement Assistant. Hiring
of this individual is envisaged by February 2014.
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-

As a result, PIU, by end of 2013, is composed of 12 full-time consultants and 2 part-time
consultants as indicated in the organizational chart from Annex 5. PIU Organizational Chart.

3. Management Information System elaboration

During the reported period the PIU together with contracted ICT service provider “Noi TI & Service”
LLC continued to develop of the MIS component related to the Credit Line operations and the
component on Monitoring and Evaluation of Final Beneficiaries. The recording and reporting documents
used within both components were developed, tested and adjusted. These components needs minor
adjustments before being fully operational.
4. Reporting and Budgeting
During the reported period PIU prepared and submitted the Financial Reports due to deadlines and
formats established by the national legislation to State Local Authorities (MoF, Fiscal Authority, social
insurance authority, etc.). The program total expenditures for Program Management are emphasised
below:

Table 25. Total Program Management expenditures for 2013, EURO
PIU Management

GRM

Grant

Total

1st quarter expenditures

68,762.77

-

68,762.77

2nd quarter expenditures

71,039.05

-

71,039.05

3rd quarter expenditures

106,874.08

-

106,874.08

4th quarter expenditures

113,732.24

15,304.45

129,036.69

Cumulative amount of OPEX as
of 31.12.2013

360,408.14

15,304.45

375,712.59

In total during the year 2013, the PIU spent 375,712.59 EURO for goods, services (including salaries for
PIU staff); out of which 360,408.14 Euro coming from RM Government and 15,304.45 Euro from Italian
Grant.
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PROSPECTS FOR ALLOCATIONS IN THE COMING QUARTER
In the first quarter of 2014 it is planned to disburse from EIB the amount of 8,436,768 Euro.
Through the Credit Line instrument is planned to disburse the amount of 7,876,768 Euro and for
Laboratories, trainings, education and development of food security component is planned the amount
of 560,000 Euro. The funds solicited through Credit Line will be used for financing 5 new sub-projects
and 1 sub-project from previous allocations (Vinaria din Vale). Within the Laboratories, training,
education and development of food security component will be financed 1 educational institution and
1 research institution. Detailed information is emphasized in the table below:
Table 26. Prospects for allocations for the 1st quarter 2014, Euro

PFI

Final beneficiary

Total amount
of subproject

Total amount
of EIB loan

FB
contribution

Disbursed
loan amount

Expected
amount in
1st Q, 2014

7,631,207

3,800,000

3,831,207

1,500,000

2,300,000

5,834,965

2,559,415

3,275,550

2,559,415

71,520

35,760

35,760

35,760

4,030,123

2,000,000

2,030,123

2,000,000

451,000

225,500

225,500

225,500

1,717,338

756,093

961,245

756,093

19,736,153

9,376,768

10,359,385

Credit Line
Moldova
Agroindbank
Moldova
Agroindbank

Vinăria din Vale

Moldindconbank
Moldindconbank

Agrosudresurs
Agrogled

Moldindconbank

Corten Vin

Banca Sociala

Imona Grup

Bravo Wine

Subtotal

1,500,000

7,876,768

100,000

Laboratories, trainings, education and development of food security
Ministerul
Finantelor

TUM

1,604,280

801,077

803,203

72,175.00

Ministerul
Finantelor

NCVWC

1,575,830

777,837

797,993

304,474.00

Ministerul
Finantelor

PSIHFT

3,210,892

1,574,839

1,636,053

215,699.00

460,000

Subtotal

6,391,002

3,153,753

3,237,249

592,348

560,000

Total

26,127,155

12,530,521

13,596,634

2,092,348

8,436,768
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Annex 1. Sub-sector distribution of EIB Loan cumulative data 2012-2013, Euro

Total tranferred
by PIU to FB

Difference
from EIB
allocated and
recieved by
PIU

Difference
from recieved
and
transferred by
PIU

Balance by
sub-sector

maximum
amount

Value of EIB
allocations

Total received
from EIB on PIU
bank account

1

2

3

4

5=2-3

6=3-4

7=1-2

Winemaking

37,500,000

18,323,956.00

14,853,369.54

14,853,369.54

3,470,586.46

-

19,176,044.00

Vineyards

26,250,000

1,428,634.00

1,150,667.03

1,150,667.03

277,966.97

-

24,821,366.00

Support industries

15,000,000

1,805,975.71

1,805,975.60

1,805,975.60

0.11

-

13,194,024.29

0.00

0.0

0.00

-

15,000,000.00

Sub-sector

Loan guarantees, mezzanine
and equity activities

15,000,000

Laboratories, training,
education and development
of food security

3,750,000

3,153,752.90

592,348.00

0.0

2,561,404.90

592,348.00

596,247.10

Total

75,000,000

24,712,318.61

18,402,360.17

17,810,012.17

6,309,958.44

592,348.00

50,287,681.39
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Annex 2. Cumulative Program performance indicators
Indicator
Credit Line
Number of consulted PB
Number of applications
registered
Number of business plan
developed
Number of PIU Eligibility
Notice issued
Sub-projects being proceeded
by PFIs/CLD
Sub-projects financed
Loans allocated to newly created
businesses/first time borrowers

Implemented sub-projects
Sub-projects in course of
implementation
Sub-projects with EIB
allocation spent
Average amount of a subproject, thousands Euro
Average amount of a loan,
thousands Euro
Laboratories, training,
education and development
of food security
Number of consulted
institutions
Number of applications
registered
Number of meetings held by
the working group
Number of sub-projects
financed

2011

2012

2013 Cumulative

26
9

74
24

41
9

141
42

-

11

24

35

-

11

15

26

-

1

8

9

-

9
-

8
1

17
1

-

9

1
10

1
10

-

-

6

6

-

3254.1

2065.5

-

1519.6

1003.3

-

4

2

6

-

4

0

4

-

1

2

3

-

0

3

3

Annex 3. Value of EIB allocation subjected to tax incentives per FB, cumulative data

2012

2013

2012-2013
Total EIB
Total nr
allocation
of
subject to tax
letters
incentives,
issued
Euro
21
3,415,042.00

Nr of
letters
issued

EIB allocation
subject to tax
incentives,
Euro

Nr of
letters
issued

EIB allocation
subject to tax
incentives,
Euro

1 Asconi LLC

19

3,146,542.00

2

268,500.00

2 API Orhei JSC

4

517,234.49

-

-

4

517,234.49

3 Suvorov-Vin LLC

10

578,393.80

7

40,644.00

17

619,037.80

4 JSC Fautor

-

-

1

69,700.00

1

69,700.00

5 JSC Cricova

-

-

31

4,108,210.20

31

4,108,210.20

6 Vinaria Tiganca LLC

-

-

14

274,193.00

14

274,193.00

7 Tomai-Vinex JSC

-

-

12

424,178.50

12

424,178.50

-

-

2

1,101,265.00

2

1,101,265.00

-

-

18

606,066.06

18

606,066.06

-

-

1

29,325.00

1

29,325.00
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4,242,170.29

88

6,922,081.76

121

11,164,252.05

N
o/o

Final Beneficiary

8 Vinaria Zimbreni
LLC
9 Vinaria din Vale
JSC
10 Divib Media LLC
TOTAL
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Annex 4. PIU activities on procurement aspects provided to Program Beneficiaries
Final
Beneficiary
Tomai Vinex

Papfin SRL

Details on consultancy/reviewing provided by PIU
PIU received drafts of 2 Evaluation Reports for procurement of winemaking equipment.
Based on received information PIU has contacted the FB over the phone and provided
in-depth explanations on the best procurement strategy that could be used for
described situation. Also have been provided consultancy to FB on the way
procurements should be organized as per established procurement rules under Credit
Line Component.
PIU has received via email from this related industry FB, procurement documentation
and copies of contracts with winemaking companies that should show that Papfin’s
main area of activity is manufacturing stickers for wine bottles.
The FB intends to procure from EIB loan 1 offset printing machine (for production of
bottle stickers) and 1 print roll inspection machine – both to be used for production of
bottle stickers.
The procurements were made by FB based on EIB agreed procurement requirements
under Credit Line Component and the PIU elaborated Guide on Procurements for Credit
Line Component. For procurements that went above 100 thousand euros per one
contract, the FB has provided for PIU review: invitations to bid, received price
quotations, evaluation report. The following procurements were reviewed by PIU:
1) Contract for procurement of one Offset Printing machine. Three price
quotations have been received: CHAMPION CREATION INDUSTRIES CO., LTD,
Taiwan – 660,888 USD; INTERNATIONAL TRADING CONSALTING ITRACO,
Germany - 2,025,780 Eur; ADVANCED PRINTING MACHINERY ROTATEK, Spain 1,199,000 Eur. FB has selected the price offer from CHAMPION CREATION
INDUSTRIES CO., LTD and provided for PIU review a copy of signed contract.

SA Vinaria din
Vale&Co

Other contract, small by its size, for procurement of one print roll inspection machine
was signed via direct contracting with company “Valton International Inc.” from
Canada, in the amount of 42,605.00 pound sterling. FB provided for PIU review a copy
of signed contract.
The FB intends to use EIB Credit Funds for procurement of a freezing chamber;
winemaking equipment; construction of a warehouse for finite products; and
retroactive financing of procured production buildings. Total requested amount from
EIB Credit Line is 3.8mln Euros.
The FB intends to implement the investment project in 3 tranches:
1) Tranche 1 - april 2013:
retroactive financing of production buildings located in Balti city (1mln Euros requested
from EIB).
2) Tranche 2 – May-June 2013:
- construction of a finite products warehouse (500,830 Eur requested from EIB).
- construction of a large freezing chamber hall (754,739 Eur requested from EIB).
- procurement of basement (with insulation) construction services for the freezing
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chamber (100,000 Eur requested from EIB).
3) Tranche 3 – June-July 2013:
Procurement of winemaking equipment (1,444,431 Eur requested from EIB).
Note on Tranches 2 and 3:
The procurement process under these tranches is still in the process to be finalized
(where needed - collection of 3 price quotations, compiling evaluation reports; signing
of contracts) – thus, the FB undertakes to organize and present to PIU the procurement
documentation before requesting financing under respective tranches.
Note on Tranche 1:
The FB has requested retroactive financing for procurement of existing production
buildings – the FB has procured via direct contracting an entire production zone
(located on aprox 20ha of land) from local commercial bank “Moldindconbank”. The
production zone is composed from buildings formerly belonging to State Enterprise
“Food Factory from Balti” which was in the process of bankruptcy. The total contract
amount is ~3.2mln Euros, of which ~ 1mln Euros were requested to be financed from
EIB Credit Line. EIB retroactive financing is requested for 19 buildings. Based on the fact
that during soviet times within this production zone were produced food products like:
mayonnaise, vodka, mineral drinks, sugar, etc., the PIU team has performed an
inspection visit to verify/get informed when these buildings will get refurbished and if
these will be used by the new owner in accordance to program scope.
Based on the visit results the PIU has requested from the FB an official confirmation
(with details) on what will be the technological processes that will take place in the
mentioned buildings. Based on this request, the FB has provided to PIU’ satisfaction
written confirmation on the future use of the respective buildings.

Vinaria Tiganca

In conclusion, it is stated that at this stage, the procurements were made by FB based
on EIB agreed procurement requirements under Credit Line Component and the PIU
elaborated Guide on Procurements for Credit Line Component.
The FB intends to request and use the EIB loan in 2 tranches for procurement of the
following: winemaking equipment; construction materials for building a warehouse for
finite products; and procurement of working capital.
In order to be able to request the first tranche, the FB has provided PIU via email copies
of contracts to be financed. Within the 1 st tranche only one contract exceeded the
amount of 100 thsnd Eur. Other contracts within the 1 st tranche were small (up to 100
thsnd Euros per contract) and such suppliers have been selected by the FB via direct
contracting. The 2nd tranche will be requested by the FB at a later stage and the FB
undertakes to organize and present to PIU respective procurement documentation
beforehand.
For the 1st tranche the following procurement exceeded 100 thsnd Euros per contract:
- Contract for procurement of Pneumatic Press. Three price quotations have been
received: Enogrup SRL, Moldova – 177100 Eur; Bucher Vaslin SA, France –
164123 Eur; Siprem SA, Italy – 150000 Eur. FB has selected the price offer from
Siprem SA, Italy and provided for PIU review a copy of contract of intentions,
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copies of price quotations and signed minutes of price quotations’ evaluation.
Other contracts for the 1st tranche, due to their small size, were signed via direct
contracting with the following companies (these contracts will be reviewed/monitored
ad hoc during post review):
Winemaking equipment
- Contract with SC "TM INOX" LTD (Bulgaria) in the amount of 67692 Eur for
procurement of 10 fermentators and 4 vertical tanks (10992 Eur requested for
the 1st tranche).
- Contract with Ciancaglini Snc (Italy) in the amount of 14500 Eur for procurement
of 3 technological tanks (8800 Eur requested for the 1st tranche).
Construction of a warehouse for finite products
- Several contracts have been signed for procurement of construction materials,
in the total amount of 92966.97 Eur (only 17510.08 Eur requested for the 1st
tranche). Contracts were signed with Moldovan companies: Macon S.A.,
Vlasalux SRL, Ergocasa SRL, Tapet-Con SRL, Supraten S. A., "Tronex-Com",
Supraten S. A., Керамический дом Стралджа, Cariera Soroca S.A.
Procurement of working capital
Several contracts have been signed for procurement of wine bottles, corks,
technical grapes and carton boxes, in the total amount of 75000.97 Eur (only 13747 Eur
requested for the 1st tranche). Contracts were signed with the following companies:
Glass Container Company S.A. (Moldova), Colombin (corks - Italy), Combinatul de
articole din carton S.A. (Moldova). Contracts with local grape growers will be signed at a
later stage.

Tomai Vinex

In conclusion, it is stated that procurements were made by FB based on EIB agreed
procurement requirements under Credit Line Component and the PIU elaborated Guide
on Procurements for Credit Line Component.
As requested, PIU has received via email from the FB, copies of contracts to be
financed from EIB Credit Line. Due to the small contract amounts (up to 100thsnd
Euros per contract), all suppliers have been selected by the FB via direct contracting.
The FB intends to refurbish existing concrete tanks for wine storage (dress the interior
of existing concrete tanks with stainless steel sheets); procure equipment for primary
treatment of wine (crushers, grinder pump); equipment for removal of sediments from
wine (screw pump with mechanical speed variator); procure machines for working in
vines; and procure auxiliary materials necessary for planting 20 ha of vines.
The FB intends to procure from EIB loan the following:
Refurbishing of existing concrete tanks for wine storage:
1) Contract with Aldea SRL (Moldova) in the amount of 66,300 EUR for
procurement of a refrigeration unit for refurbished wine storage tanks and
plate filter for filtering the wine.
2) Contract with Bemas-Grup SRL (Romania) in the amount of 74,829 EUR for
procurement of materials necessary for capital refurbishment of existing wine
storage tanks and procurement of 3 centrifugal pumps for winemaking.
3) Contract with OSM Engineering SRL (Moldova) in the amount of 44,436 EUR for
procurement of wine storage tanks refurbishing services (includes complete
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renovation of tanks cellar № 5 (refurbishing 18 tanks and related infrastructure
with automation process for fermentation processes)
4) Contract with Raccorderie Inox Munaretto SRL (Italy) in the amount of
74,515.20 EUR, for procurement of other accessories necessary for tanks
refurbishment.
Note: The PIU team has performed an inspection visit (on 02/04/2013) within the
production premises of Tomai Vinex in order to get acquainted with the reasons why
the FB decided to keep the old, concrete tanks and use them as exterior walls while the
interior will be dressed with stainless steel sheets. As the director of Tomai Vinex
explained (Mr. Sibov) – the main reason to keep the old tanks (18 pcs) is because it is
almost impossible to destroy them without using explosives, which is irrelevant
because the respective production hall is situated in the middle of the production zone
(this same problem with destroying the old concrete tanks was identified in 2012 by
PIU during a previous visit at another potential Beneficiary – company Fabso from Sofia
village, Hincesti raion).
On the other hand, as the FB informed the PIU - the concrete tanks can act as support
for the new tanks thus allowing Tomai Vinex to build new tanks using thinner (and thus
cheaper) stainless steel sheets. The concrete walls will also act as additional thermal
insulation – this contributing to energy efficiency.
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winemaking equipment
1) Contract with Enoveneta Spa (Italy) in the amount of 51,600 EUR, for
procurement of equipment for primary treatment of wine (crushers, grinder
pump); and equipment for removal of sediments from wine (screw pump with
mechanical speed variator).
2) Contract with Crystalman International LLC (China) in the amount of 31,303 Eur
for procurement of a kit form for making 1 litre bottle.
Equipment for working in vineyards
Several contracts signed:
1) Agro Maschien & Tehnologie Handels GmbH (Germany) - 70,726 Eur
2) Carvidon Service SRL (Moldova) - 2,827 USD
3) Mecagro (Moldova) - 7,028 USD
Auxiliary materials necessary for planting 20 ha of vines
Several contracts were signed for procurement of vine seedlings, wiring, fertilizers,
pillars etc. in total amount of ~180,000 Eur. Contracts were signed with Moldovan
companies: Vitpom Consult SRL; Spades-Plus SRL; Elvitis-Com SRL; AMPELOS-PLUS SRL
Metalex-Kin SRL; "ÎNTREPRINDEREA PENTRU SILVICULTURĂ COMRAT" ÎS;
AMPELOS-PLUS SRL.

Bravo Wine SRL

The procurements were made by FB based on EIB agreed procurement requirements
under Credit Line Component and the PIU elaborated Guide on Procurements for
Credit Line Component.
The FB intends to request and use the EIB loan for building up (from scratch) a wine
factory in Stefan-Voda raion, and endow this new factory with new winemaking
equipment.
As requested, PIU has received from the FB, copies of suppliers’ selection documents
for goods/construction services to be financed from EIB Credit Line (received
Evaluation Reports and price quotations).
Construction of a wine factory:
1) FB has collected price quotations from the following local companies (prices
converted from MDL):
SRL „Urscons-Prim” - 1 827 883,32 EUR
SRL „Darsimid” - 1 916 245,52 EUR
SRL „Alimconstruct Grup” - 1 573 974,35 EUR
SRL “Tarn Grup” – 1 690 718,31 EUR
Offer from SRL „Alimconstruct Grup” was disqualified by the FB because of
major deviations with reference to the insufficient quantities of construction
materials indicated in the price offer (for example 60 tonns of metal and aprox.
30 tonns of concrete less than real necessities) – this leading to the risk of
having a non-secure construction.
Thus, FB has selected the company SRL „Tarn Grup”, Moldova. Price quotation
is in amount of ~1 690 718,31 EUR (converted from MDL).
Procurement of winemaking equipment for the new wine factory:
1) FB has collected price quotations from the following companies:
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SRL Berhord Italy - Moldova
2 432 540 EUR
Tecnfood-Group
Italy - Moldova
2 0 24 775 EUR
Parcitank SA Spain 2 459 876 EUR
Fabbri-Inox France - Moldova
1 231 350 EUR
No price quotation was disqualified by the FB. Nevertheless, the selected
company for contract award was PARCITANK S.A. - 2 459 876 EUR, Spain. FB
arguments the selection of the highest price quotation with the following: the
emphasis during selection was put exclusively on the quality (both of raw
materials used for manufacturing the equipment and quality of the final product
– the wine), know how, technological efficiency, small usage costs, equipment
use duration, most convenient transportation/delivery/warranty and payment
terms.
In conclusion, it is stated that at this stage, the procurements were made by FB based
on EIB agreed procurement requirements under Credit Line Component and the PIU
elaborated Guide on Procurements for Credit Line Component. The FB undertakes to
send to PIU for review copies of contacts to be signed under the 2 selections mentioned
above.
In addition, in order to get acquainted with the FB own’s contribution (160 ha of young
vines), to inspect the place where the future wine factory will be built and endowed out
of EIB Credit Line, the PIU team has performed an inspection visit (on 23/05/2013)
within the existing young vineyard and future production premises of Bravo Wine SRL in
order to get informed/collect info on the following:
1) Inspect the declared contribution of the Final Beneficiary to the investment project.
2) Inspect the premises where the future winery production buildings will be
constructed and equipped out of the EIB Loan proceeds.
3) Collect photo materials on the existing situation – to be used further as success story
material.
The PIU representatives met with Bravo Wine director – Mr. Eugeniu Pislaru, who
showed the vineyard, the place where the winery is planned to be built etc.

The following was inspected by PIU:
FB own contribution – 160ha of young vineyard:
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The premises where the future winery production buildings will be constructed and
equipped using the EIB Loan proceeds:
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Vinaria Zimbreni

The FB intends to request and use the EIB loan to procure the following:
1) Equipment for modernizing the grapes processing hall;
2) Equipment for wine fermentation and storage;
3) An automated cooling system
As requested, the FB sent to PIU for review (via e-mail) the following documents with
ref. to winemaking equipment supplier selection process:
Copies of price quotations received; copy of the quotations evaluation report, signed by
FB; copy of the signed contract. The FB intends to procure all of the above mentioned
equipment from a single company, that was selected as follows:
Contract for procurement of winemaking equipment. Four price quotations have been
received, all from Moldovan companies:
- BERHORD
MOLDOVA
1,082,485 Eur
- BEMAS
MOLDOVA
767,200 Eur
- MOLINART
MOLDOVA
257,280 Eur
- TMINOX
MOLDOVA
1,925,860 Eur
FB has selected the price offer from Berhord SRL, Moldova - 1082485 EUR.
Offer from Molinart has been disqualified because the supplier did not propose full
quantities of requested equipment and the proposed tanks do not correspond to
technical specifications. Offer from TMINOX also has been disqualified because the
proposed equipment does not correspond to technical specifications (in addition the
offer does not include the requested nitrogen generator and the pipes for its
circulation).
In addition, the FB intends to use EIB funds to perform repairing at the wine storage
hall. For this activity (costing ~61,976 Eur) the construction company is still to be
selected.
Though being informed beforehand on procurement requirements under Filiere du Vin
Upgrading Program, the FB, while organizing its procurement, did not comply with PIU
Operation Manual (chapter VI / para 6.2 / c): “...review the offers received from at least
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3 qualified companies from at least two different countries...”; meaning that the FB has
collected and analysed price quotations from companies/dealers originating from one
country (Moldova).

Cricova S.A.

In conclusion, taking into consideration that the investment activities proposed by FB
lead to modernizing the winemaking process – this fully complying to Program
objectives, irrespective of the procurement noncompliance described above, PIU
qualifies the procurements made by FB as being acceptable.
As agreed in the PIU eligibility notice on the investment project of Cricova SA, this FB
provided for PIU review – documentation on the way the construction services
suppliers were selected / copies of respective contracts.
PIU has received and reviewed the following:
1) Contract for procurement of Biochemistry hall reconstruction and extension
services. Three price quotations have been received: Groven Grup SRL, Moldova
– 126,613 Eur;
Hipercons SRL, Moldova – 137,005 Eur;
Speranta Pe-Com SRL, Moldova – 147,287 Eur.
FB has selected the smallest price offer from Groven Grup SRL, Moldova 126,613 Eur and provided for PIU review the copy of signed contract, copies of
price quotations and signed minutes of price quotations’ evaluation.
2) Contract for procurement of Sparkling wine main production hall reconstruction
services (floors and sewerage sistem). Four price quotations have been
received:
Groven Grup SRL, Moldova – 201,300 Eur;
Consocivil fil. 13, Moldova – 228,983 Eur;
Construct resurs SRL, Moldova – 213,700 Eur;
Promstroi Grup SA, Moldova – 151,070 Eur.
FB has selected the highest price offer from Consocivil fil. 13, Moldova - 228,983
Eur and provided for PIU review the copy of signed contract, copies of price
quotations and signed minutes of price quotations’ evaluation. In its Evaluation
Report, the FB motivated the selection of the highest price quotation with the
fact that Consocivil fil. 13 from technical point of view its quotation corresponds
best to the technical requirements set forth in the FB’s reconstruction project
design.
3) Contract for procurement of an Elevated runway (for technical and
technological networks) construction services. Two price quotations have been
received:
Consocivil fil. 13, Moldova – 14,801 Eur;
SA Terra Lig, Moldova – 17,399 Eur.
FB has selected the smallest price offer from Consocivil fil. 13, Moldova – 14,801
Eur and provided for PIU review copies of price quotations and signed minutes
of price quotations’ evaluation.
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In addition, at the end of June, PIU representatives have performed a monitoring visit
at Cricova’s premises to get acquainted with investment project implementation status
and agree on aspects related with filming a short video documentary/success story on
Filiere du Vin Program. During the visit were inspected construction sites that are being
financed from EIB Credit Line. Cricova informed PIU that construction works are
estimated to end mid-August. Beginning with July month Cricova is expecting a team of
15-20 engineers from Italy (representatives of company Innoteca) to come and prepare
the engineering networks necessary to install the hybrid bottling line. Component parts
of this bottling line will begin to be shipped to Cricova in July, August and September
months. The line is expected to be assembled by October month and its testing will
continue till mid-January 2014. The PIU team also inspected the following:
- the yeasts preparation hall – this was fully repaired, equipped and functional;
- the energy block – this was completely constructed and needs to be equipped.
- the hall where the Hybrid bottling line will be installed – at the moment this hall
is being renovated (only the frame of existing building is maintained, all the rest
being under capital renovations – roof, floors, engineering networks, walls and
insulation etc.)

Wine
International
Project SRL

In conclusion, it is stated that procurements were made by FB based on EIB agreed
procurement requirements under Credit Line Component and the PIU elaborated Guide
on Procurements for Credit Line Component.
The FB intends to request and use the EIB loan to procure winemaking equipment for
its existing wine factory:
1) Pneumatic press with accessories;
2) Refrigerating unit with accessories;
3) Heat exchanger (pipe in pie) with accessories;
4) 250hl Tanks (40 pcs).
As requested, the FB sent to PIU for review (via e-mail) the following documents with
ref. to winemaking equipment supplier selection process:
Copies of price quotations received; copy of the quotations evaluation report, signed by
FB; copy of the signed contract. The FB intends to procure all of the above mentioned
equipment from a single company, that was selected as follows:
Contract for procurement of winemaking equipment. Six price quotations have been
received
- Technofood Group
Italy
405,900 Eur
- Berhord SRL
MOLDOVA
440,280 Eur
- Fabbri Inox (did not propose press) MOLDOVA
262,000 Eur
- PIM
Bulgaria
427,980 Eur
- Biomashin (proposed tanks only) Bulgaria
210,000 Eur
- Bemas Grup
MOLDOVA
301,850 Eur
FB has selected the price offer from Technofood Group, Italy 405,900 Eur. FB
argumented its selection with the fact that its factory already uses equipment from
Technofood, is satisfied with its quality, and the employees know/have been trained
how to use and maintain equipment from this manufacturer.
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Agrosudresurs
LLC

In conclusion, it is stated that procurements were made by FB based on EIB agreed
procurement requirements under Credit Line Component and the PIU elaborated Guide
on Procurements for Credit Line Component.
The FB intends to use EIB Credit Funds for purchasing and installation of sandwich
panels for the roof of the wine storage warehouse.
Taking into consideration that the amount requested from EIB resources is less than
100 thousand euros per contract, FB directly contracted the company IM "Europanel
Group" SRL, Moldova for the amount of 35,760 Eur. PIU requested and received the
copy of this contract.

DIVIB MEDIA SRL

In conclusion, it is stated that procurements were made by FB based on EIB agreed
procurement requirements under Credit Line Component and the PIU elaborated Guide
on Procurements for Credit Line Component.
Beneficiarul Final intenționează sa solicite si sa utilizeze fonduri BEI din linia de credit
pentru achiziționarea utilajului de procesare primară, fermentare și păstrare/maturare
pentru producerea vinurilor albe și roșii.
Având în vedere că suma solicitată din resurse BEI este mai mică de 100 de mii de euro
per 1 contract, Beneficiarul Final a organizat procurarea in baza de contract direct cu
compania S.C. "BERHORD" S.R.L., Moldova, pentru suma de 29,3250 Euro. Unitatea a
solicitat și a primit o copie a acestui contract pentru examinarea conditiilor de livrare si
achitare a bunurilor.

Cioc-Maidan-Vin

În concluzie, Unitatea confirmă că achizițiile au fost făcute de Beneficiarul Final în
conformitate cu cerințele privind procurările ale BEI in baza ghidului de procurări al
Programului în cadrul componentei “Linia de Credit”.
The FB intends to request and use EIB credit proceeds to procure accessories necessary
for planted in year 2013 – 90 hectares of vines and for additionally to be planted 300
hectares of new vines (during the next 2-3 years) and procurement of winemaking
equipment, all consisting of:
1) Wire (and wiring accessories) with intermediary metal pillars for vine planting
(for 400 hectares of vine);
2) Wooden pillars for vine planting;
3) Stainless steel tanks and equipment for wine storage;
Taking into consideration that all 3 above mentioned procurements exceeded 100
thousand euros per 1 contract, in line with the PIU Guide on Procurements for Credit
Line Component, the FB sent to PIU for review (via e-mail) the following documents
with ref. to suppliers selection process: Copies of price quotations received; copies of
the quotations evaluation reports - signed by FB; copies of signed contracts.
a) Contract for procurement of Wire (and wiring accessories) with intermediary
metal pillars for vine planting: Three price quotations have been received, all
from Moldovan companies: „Metalica-Zuev”
SRL „Niverant” and „AMPELOS-PLUS” SRL. The FB has established that the best
combination of price/quality/quantity is of the price quotation from company
Ampelos-Plus SRL with whom was signed a contract in amount of ~ 1.14 mln
euros (VAT 0%).
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b) Contract for procurement of Wooden pillars for vine planting: Three price
quotations have been received, all from Moldovan companies: SA „Betacon”
SRL „Niverant”SA and „Avantaj-AV”. The FB has established that the best
combination of price/quality is of the price quotation from company Avantaj-AV
with whom was signed a contract in amount of ~ 957 thousand euros (VAT 0%).
c) Contract for procurement of Stainless steel tanks and equipment for wine
storage: Three price quotations have been received: „CN. MIM-COM” SRL
(Moldova),
„PIM” (Bulgaria) and „BERHORD” SRL (Moldova). The FB has
established that the best combination of price/quality is of the price quotation
from company „BERHORD” SRL with whom was signed a contract in amount of
800 thousand euros.

Mold-Nord SA

In conclusion, it is stated that procurements were made by FB based on EIB agreed
procurement requirements under Credit Line Component and the PIU elaborated
“Guide on Procurements for Credit Line Component”.
The FB intends to request and use EIB credit line proceeds to procure:
1) cooling units for treating the wine with cooling before bottling; water
treatment/filtration unit; vertical wine tanks on feet;
2) capital construction/reconstruction services of a wine bottling hall and of a wine
maturing hall (including a cellar for wine maturation)).
3) lab equipment for wine production needs.
4) forklifts for warehouse needs (2 pcs)
For procurements that exceed 100 thousand euros per 1 contract, in line with the PIU
Guide on Procurements for EIB Credit Line Component, the FB sent to PIU for review
the following documents with ref. to suppliers selection process: Copies of price
quotations received; copies of quotations evaluation reports - signed by FB; copies of
signed contracts.
a)
Cooling units for treating the wine with cooling before bottling; water
treatment/filtration unit; vertical wine tanks on feet: Three price quotations have been
received from the following companies:
- Della Toffola Spa (Italy) – 174,100 Eur
- R.K.B. Service SRL (Romania) – 190,560 Eur
- TM Inox SRL (Romania) – 149,200 Eur
In its Evaluation Report, the FB has established that the best combination of
price/quality/performance is of the price quotation from company TM Inox SRL
(Romania), with whom was signed a contract in amount of 242,380 Eur (the amount
included also the price quotation for water treatment/filtration unit; vertical wine tanks
on feet).
b)
Contract for procurement of Capital construction/reconstruction services of a
wine bottling hall and of a wine maturing hall (including a cellar for wine maturation)):
Three price quotations have been received from the following companies (all Moldovan
companies): SC Alivic Com SRL; Inconex-Com Production SRL; Albecar Prim SRL;
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In its Evaluation Report, the FB has established that the best combination of
price/quality/recommendation from clients/previous satisfactory performance is of the
price quotation from company Inconex-Com Production SRL. The estimated contract
amount to be signed is ~ 1,68 mln Euros.
Other small procurements (that did not exceed 100 thousand euros per 1 contract)
were done as follows:
- lab equipment for wine production needs: the FB has consulted 2 price
quotations from Uta Impex SRL and Spectroteh SRL (all Moldovan Companies).
The FB has decided to contract company Spectroteh SRL in the total amount of
50 thousand Euros.
- forklifts for warehouse needs (2 pcs): the FB has consulted 3 price quotations
from: Microcell SRL, Neocar SC and STS company. The FB has decided to
contract company Microcell SRL in the total amount of 20 thousand Euros.

Nova Imprim SRL
(printing house)

In conclusion, it is stated that procurements were made by FB based on EIB agreed
procurement requirements under Credit Line Component and the PIU elaborated
“Guide on Procurements for Credit Line Component”.
The FB is part of wine-related industry (printing house). It intends to request and use
EIB credit line proceeds to procure the following:
1) Set of flexographic printing machine.
2) WJ-320 Reel Type Silk Screen Printing Machine (the unwinding unit, screen printing
machine, Rewinding) with UV dry (UV LIGHT, 5KW SINGLE LAMP) and 2 additional
UV-lamp.
3) Hot foil printing machine.
4) Add-ons for the Hot foil printing machine NEW FOIL model 3500.
For procurements exceeding 100 thousand euros per 1 contract, in line with the PIU
Guide on Procurements for EIB Credit Line Component; the FB sent to PIU for review
the following documents with ref. to suppliers selection process: Copies of price
quotations received; copies of quotations evaluation reports - signed by FB; copies of
signed contracts.
1) Procurement of a complete Set of flexographic printing machine.
Three price quotations have been received from the following companies:
- Gallus Group (Austria) – 822,460 Eur
- R.K.B. Service SRL (Ukraine) – 932,461 Eur
- Omest SRL (Italy) – 561,936 Eur
In its Evaluation Report, the FB has established that the best combination of
price/quality/performance is of the price quotation from company Omest SRL (Italy),
with whom was signed a contract in amount of 561,936 Eur .
2) Procurement of a new Hot foil printing machine.
Three price quotations have been received from the following companies:
- Terra Print (Russia) – 157,600 Eur
- Cartes SRL (Italy) – 197,000 Eur
- Itraco GmbH (Germany) – 120,075 Eur
In its Evaluation Report, the FB has established that the best combination of
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price/quality/performance is of the price quotation from company Itraco GmbH
(Germany), with whom was signed a contract in amount of 125,075 Eur.
The rest were small procurements (<100 thousand euros per 1 contract):
1) WJ-320 Reel Type Silk Screen Printing Machine (the unwinding unit, screen
printing machine, Rewinding) with UV dry (UV LIGHT, 5KW SINGLE LAMP) and 2
additional UV-lamp – the FB has decided to contract company Tangshan Wanjie
Machinery Equipment Co. Ltd. (China), in the total amount of 23,881.98 Eur
2) Add-ons for the Hot Foil printing machine NEW FOIL model 3500. The FB has
decided to contract company Itraco GmbH (Germany), in the total amount of
35,500.00 Eur.
In addition, the FB has informed PIU that taking into consideration the technical
configuration of the Hot foil and OMET machines, it is 90% oriented in printing
of labels for the wine sector. Major NOVA Imprim customers are: Wines
CRICOVA SA, IM Winery Bostovan, Purcari, Chateau Vartely etc., These wine
companies have automatic labelling machines for bottles, which work with
labels printed on flexo-materials.

Cricova S.A.

In conclusion, it is stated that procurements were made by FB based on EIB agreed
procurement requirements under Credit Line Component and the PIU elaborated
“Guide on Procurements for Credit Line Component”.
As agreed in the PIU eligibility notice on the investment project of Cricova SA, this FB
further provided for PIU review – documentation on the way the construction services
suppliers were selected / copies of respective contracts.
PIU has received and reviewed the following:
1) Contract for procurement of wine bottles warehouse construction services. Three
price quotations have been received:
Consocivil SA, Moldova – 178646 Eur;
Acmia-Con SRL, Moldova – 100,989 Eur;
Urban Terra SRL, Moldova – 141,848 Eur.
FB has selected the smallest price offer from Acmia-Con SRL, Moldova – 100,989
Eur and provided for PIU review the copy of signed contract, copies of price
quotations and signed minutes of price quotations’ evaluation.
For the above mentioned construction needs, the FB will import directly from the
producer – sandwich panels. The selected company is Topanel Production Panels SA,
Romania, with whom a contract was signed in amount of 23,976.45 Eur. For
transporting the mentioned goods, a contract was signed with company Brovicenco
Trans SRL in amount of 1800 Eur.
2) Contract for procurement of electrical, security, water, fire alarm systems
installation at the main production hall: Three price quotations have been
collected:
Novaemcom SRL, Moldova – 40227 Eur;
DACIA-90 SRL, Moldova – 42880 Eur;
Montelectromprim SRL – 43816 Eur.
In its evaluation report the FB has awarded the contract to the lowest evaluated and
compliant offer from Novaemcom SRL, Moldova – 40227 Eur; Copy of the signed
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contract was provided for PIU’s review.
3) Contract for procurement of ventilation/heating system installation at the main
production hall: Only Two price quotations have been collected:
SRL Di&Trade, Moldova – 134606 Eur;
SRL Vent sistem, Moldova – 149890 Eur.
In its evaluation report the FB has awarded the contract to the lowest evaluated and
compliant offer from SRL Di&Trade, Moldova – 134,606 Eur; Copy of the signed
contract was provided for PIU’s review.

Vinaria din Vale

In conclusion, it is stated that procurements were made by FB based on EIB agreed
procurement requirements under Credit Line Component and the PIU elaborated Guide
on Procurements for Credit Line Component.
As previously requested by the FB, further approved by PIU and EIB, the FB intended to
use the 1st Tranche (1mln Euros requested from EIB) for retroactive financing of
production buildings located in Balti city.
On August 28, 2913, PIU was informed by FB that it covered the financing of production
buildings from its own funds and thus, intends to use 1mln Euros for procurement of
construction and winemaking equipment. At the moment, the following procurements
were organized:
1) Procurement of winemaking equipment: Due to the fact that this procurment
exceeded 100 thousand Euros per contract, a formal selection process was
organized, in line with Filiere du Vin requirements: three price quotations have
been received:
Berhord SRL, Moldova – 201,760 Eur;
Technofood SRL, Italy – 700,000 Eur;
Tehnogrant Prim SRL, Moldova – 402,180 Eur.
FB has selected the smallest price offer from Berhord SRL, Moldova – 201,760
Eur and provided for PIU review the copy of signed contract, copies of price
quotations and signed minutes of price quotations’ evaluation.
2) Other procurements were <100k Euros and the FB selected suppliers via direct
contracting:
a) Procurement of Sandwich panels for construction a wine production hall in
v.Burlacu, Cahul district: the contract was signed with company Isopan Est
SRL, Romania in amount of 79,769 Eur.
b) Procurement of pipes for wine production hall in v.Burlacu, Cahul district:
the contract was signed with company SC Politub SA, Romania in amount of
27,206.40 Eur

Vinaria Tiganca

In conclusion, it is stated that procurements were made by FB based on EIB agreed
procurement requirements under Credit Line Component and the PIU elaborated Guide
on Procurements for Credit Line Component.
As agreed in the PIU eligibility notice on the investment project of Vinaria Tiganca, this
FB further provided for PIU review (for the requested 3rd nd tranche) – additional
procurement documentation.
PIU has received and reviewed the following:
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1) Contract for procurement of 1 rotative press with tank from company Kristi SRL
(Moldova) in amount of 5,000 Euros.
2) Contract with TM Inox for procurement of 4 vertical tanks – 14,945 Euro
3) Contract with Ukravtozapchasti for procurement of 1 grubbing plow for vineyard
works – 11,345 Euro
4) Contract with Meggiolaro Enologia for procurement of 1 flexible pump – 4,590 Euro
5) Contract with Sudvinex SRL for procurement of technical grapes – 23,000 Euro

Estate Design SRL

In conclusion, it is stated that procurements were made by FB based on EIB agreed
procurement requirements under Credit Line Component and the PIU elaborated Guide
on Procurements for Credit Line Component.
The FB is part of wine-related industry (printing industry). It intends to request and use
EIB credit line proceeds to procure one Colour digital label printing machine.
Because this procurement exceeded 100 thousand euros per 1 contract, in line with the
PIU Guide on Procurements for EIB Credit Line Component; the FB sent to PIU for
review the following documents with ref. to supplier selection process: Copies of price
quotations received; copy of quotations evaluation report - signed by FB; copy of
intention contract with selected supplier, as follows:
Procurement of one Colour digital label printing machine.
Four price quotations have been received from the following companies:
- SC „Printman” SRL (Romania) – 395,000 Eur
- MPS Systems (The Netherlands) – 1,355,690 Eur
- Champion Creation Industries Co., Ltd. (Taiwan) – 518,000 USD
- Ruian Zhongtian Machinery Works Co., Ltd. (China) – 45,900 USD
In its Evaluation Report, the FB has established that the best price/quality/performance
proposal is of the price quotation from company SC „Printman” SRL (Romania). During
further negotiations with this company, the contract price was decreased to 350,000
Eur. The price quotation from Ruian Zhongtian Machinery Works Co., Ltd. (China) was
disqualified because it had major technical deviations.

Vinaria din Vale

In conclusion, it is stated that procurements were made by FB in line with EIB agreed
procurement requirements under Credit Line Component and the PIU elaborated
“Guide on Procurements for Credit Line Component”.
As previously requested by the FB, further approved by PIU and EIB, the FB intended to
use the 1st Tranche (1mln Euros requested from EIB) for retroactive financing of
production buildings located in Balti city.
On August 28, 2913, PIU was informed by FB that it partially (in amount of 304,409.70
Eur) covered the financing of production buildings from its own funds and thus, intends
to use the remaining amounts out of requested from EIB 1mln Euros for procurement
of construction and winemaking equipment. The following new contracts were further
provided for PIU review:
1) Contract nr. V-29 from 29.02.2012 with BC”Moldindconbank”SA (Moldova),
Procurement of production buildings in Balti city – 304,409.70 EUR
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2) Tehnofood SRL, (Italia), procurement of Winemaking equipment, Contract Nr. CM
053-13 from 03.10.2013 – EUR 25 000.00
3) S.C. AB Tehnic Profesional S.R.L., (Romania), procurement of Winemaking
equipment, Contract Nr AB 230 from 18.09.2013 – EUR 14 380.00
4) Ebara Pumps Europe S.p.A., (Italia), procurement of Winemaking equipment,
Contract NR1/2013 from 19.09.2013 - EUR 40 625.00
5) ElectroImport S.R.L., (Moldova), procurement of electronic components for
winemaking, Contract nr 17/13 C from 17.09.13 – EUR 35 499.00
6) ElectroImport S.R.L., (Moldova), procurement of electronic components for
winemaking, Contract nr 17/13 B from 17.09.2013 – EUR 14 856.00
7) Evgalex SRL, (Moldova), procurement of Winemaking equipment, Contract nr 15
from 19.09.2013 – EUR 44 687.00
8) S.C. Molinart Grup SRL, (Moldova), procurement of Winemaking equipment,
Contract nr 70 from 24.09.2013 – EUR 73 490.00
9) DI & TRADE Engeneering SRL, (Moldova), procurement of Winemaking equipment,
Contract nr 17/3 FDS from 18.09.2013 – USD 3333.00
10) ООО ГазКипКомплект,(Республика Мордовия), procurement of electronic
components for winemaking, Contract nr. 16/э/16.09.13 from 16.09.2013 – EUR
10 200,00
11) Sondex A/S DANMARK, (Danemarca), procurement of Winemaking equipment,
Contract Nr 1 SONDEX/2013 – EUR 62 261.45
12) „Berhord” S.R.L., (Moldova), procurement of Winemaking equipment, Contract
nr.97-13C from 19.08.2013 – EUR 26 260.00
13) SC Metancor-Com, (Moldova), procurement of Winemaking equipment, Contract
nr 18/10 from 18.10.2013 - EUR 4500.00

Corten Vin
Companie SRL

In conclusion, it is stated that procurements were made by FB based on EIB agreed
procurement requirements under Credit Line Component and the PIU elaborated Guide
on Procurements for Credit Line Component.
The FB intends to procure new winemaking equipment and used buildings (a former
wine plant located in Taraclia raion, Corten village) all via retroactive financing.
1) Procurement of new winemaking equipment from company Berhord SRL,
Moldova. The contract includes procurement of second hand equipment as
well, but these were not included in the Sub-project total cost. The new
winemaking equipment total cost is 107,300 Eur, of which (50%) 53,650 Eur are
requested as retroactive financing from EIB Credit Line. Other 50% will come as
own contribution. This winemaking equipment procurement contract was
signed with Berhord SRL on March 29, 2013. The FB could not provide PIU with
any documents to show that Berhord SRL was selected out of analysing price
quotations from 3 companies from 2 different countries.
2) Procurement of used buildings (an old former wine plant located in Taraclia
raion, Corten village) from commercial bank “Moldova-Agroindbank” S.A. The
contract total cost is 343,700 Eur, of which 171,850 Eur (50%) are requested to
be retroactively financed from EIB Credit Line. Other 50% will come as own
contribution.
The FB provided PIU a copy of the Evaluation Report that indicated that the
plant buildings have been assessed by a qualified evaluator, independent of the
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seller and the buyer, who confirmed that the value of the assets is ~ 435
thousand Euros, i.e. the valuation received was for an amount greater than the
price paid (343,700 Eur). The Evaluator’s name is: S.C. “Evaluare Plus” S.R.L. The
evaluation was done on August 15, 2013.
In the assessment of the buildings the independent evaluator has conducted
itself based on the following documents: Moldovan Law on the evaluation
activity no. 989-XV of 18.04.2002.
The following buildings are proposed to be retroactively financed as part of the
proposed Sub-project (50/50), (the construction year is indicated):
Administrative building 1980
Warehouse
1980
Warehouse
1976
Warehouse
1970
Production building 1972
Auxiliary building (workshop + basement floor) 1971
Warehouse
1968
Warehouse
1977
Auxiliary building (office house) 1971
Production building 1968
Boiler house
1967
Boiler house
1990
Balance/Scales and shed building 1980

The FB indicated in its Letter of Intent that the buildings included in the SubProject will be used exclusively for winemaking purposes.
With reference to remaining economic life of mentioned buildings, more
information is included in the PIU opinion letter. In addition, PIU has performed
a pre-financing visit (on 05/11/2013) and identified that the mentioned
buildings’ actual remaining economic life is at least 25 years. These buildings are
made of concrete foundation, calcareous walls and slated roofs.
In conclusion, it is stated that procurements made by FB are in line with the Filiere du
Vin Project objectives and are eligible for financing.
Pictures with several buildings proposed for financing:
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Agrogled SRL

The Final Beneficiary intends to request financing (including retro financing) from EIB
Credit Line (2 mln Euro) for procurement of technical vine seedlings, vine poles and
accessories for establishing vineyard, construction of irrigation dam for vineyard
necessities.
The FB could not provide PIU any documents to show that under proposed
procurement activities suppliers were selected out of analysing price quotations from 3
companies from 2 different countries (for each contract). The following suppliers were
selected via direct contracting (for these retroactive financing is requested):
1) Procurement of vine seedlings: contract signed with KIMMIG-SHWARZ GbR
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(Germany) on april 03 2012, in the total amount 286,465 Eur (of which
259,489.30 Eur are proposed to be financed by EIB).
2) Procurement of vine seedlings: contract signed with Vivai Cooperativi Rauscedo
(Italy) on 03.02.2012 in the total amount 126,336.11 Eur (full contract amount is
proposed to be financed by EIB).
3) Procurement of vine seedlings: contract signed with Vivai Cooperativi Rauscedo
(Italy) on 24.01.2013, in the total amount 160,639.61 Eur (of which 159,750 Eur
are proposed to be financed by EIB).
4) Procurement of vine seedlings: contract signed with KIMMIG-SHWARZ GbR
(Germany) on 11.03.2013 in the total amount 562,712.90 Eur (of which
515,351.53 is proposed to be financed by EIB).
5) Procurement of vine seedlings: contract signed with Besini (Georgia) on
27.12.2012 in the total amount 34,000 Eur (full contract amount is proposed to
be financed by EIB).
6) Procurement of accessories for vineyard establishing: contract signed with
Cugnart GmbH (Germany) on 07.05.2012 in the total amount 76,077 Eur (of
which 71,253.23 Eur are proposed to be financed by EIB).
7) Procurement of poles for vines: contract signed with Cugnart GmbH (Germany)
on 05.21.2012 in the total amount 296,753.38 Eur (of which 290,507.66 Eur are
proposed to be financed by EIB).
8) Procurement of poles for vines: contract signed with Cugnart GmbH (Germany)
on 05.21.2013 in the total amount 594,256 Eur (of which 43,312.19 Eur are
proposed to be financed by EIB).
9) Procurement of vine seedling from company Vivai Cooperativi Rauscedo (Italy),
in the total amoun 70,287 Euro Eur (full contract amount is proposed to be
financed by EIB).
10) Procurement of vineyard establishing accessories (wires, locks etc.) from local
companies in total amount of 26,555 Euros: Ampelos Grup SRL and Elvila SRL
(Moldova).
11) Procurement of vineyard poles from local company Avantaj AV, Moldova, in
total amount of 105,231 Euros.
The FB also requested financing (not retro) for the following procurements:
1) Procurement of vine seedlings: contract signed with Vivai Cooperativi
Rauscedo (Italy) in the total amount 383,633 Eur (of which ~ 43,000 Eur are
proposed to be financed by EIB).
With respect to retroactive financing of procurement services for constructing of an
irrigation dam for vineyard necessities, several contracts were signed with local
suppliers, as follows:
1) Standordstroi SRL, contract from 20/09/2012 in total amount of 119,192 Eur
(construction services).
2) Orvento Metal SRL, procurement of metal goods for dam construction, in total
amount of 12,723 Eur
3) Elvila M, concrete for dam construction, in total amount of 9,815 Eur
In conclusion, it is stated that procurements made by FB are in line with the Filiere du
Vin Project objectives and are eligible for financing.
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Imona Grup SRL

The FB is part of wine-related industry (printing industry). It intends to request and use
EIB credit line proceeds to procure a Colour (8 colours) digital label printing machine
and accessories to it.
Because this procurement exceeded 100 thousand euros per 1 contract, in line with the
PIU Guide on Procurements for EIB Credit Line Component; the FB sent to PIU for
review the following documents with ref. to supplier selection process: Copies of price
quotations received; copy of quotations evaluation report - signed by FB; copy of signed
contract with selected supplier, as follows:
Procurement of a Colour (8 colours) digital label printing machine.
Three price quotations have been received from the following companies:
- MPS Systems BV, Neverlands - 800 000 Eur
- Gallus Grup, Switzerland - 551 060 Eur
- Omet SRL, Italy - 661 354 Eur
In its Evaluation Report, the FB has established that the best price/quality/performance
proposal is of the price quotation from company Omet SRL, Italy. The contract was
signed for the price 661,354 Eur.
Other procurements did not exceed 100thsnd euros per single contract and no
documents were provided on the way these procurements were organized (except
copies of contracts). These procurements include:
- Procurement of transportation services for the digital label printing machine –
10,000 Eur.
- Procurement of an addon to the digital printing machine (an inspection table)
from Omet SRL - 57,000 Euro.
- Procurement of transportation services for inspection table – 2,739 Eur.
- Procurement of energy stabilizer (net pro) from company Servomatik Electronik
Sist San. VE Tic LTD STI, Turkey - 25,000 Eur.

Estate-Design SRL

In conclusion, it is stated that procurements were made by FB in line with EIB agreed
procurement requirements under Credit Line Component and the PIU elaborated
“Guide on Procurements for Credit Line Component”.
The FB is part of wine-related industry (printing industry). It intends to request and use
EIB credit line proceeds to procure one printing machine; and one machine for flat hot
stamping / die cutting / embossing – all to be used for production of wine bottle labels.
Procurement of 1 printing machine:
The contract amount for procurement of a printing machine exceeded 100 thousand
euros per contract, but because the FB decided to procure a second hand printing
device, no evaluation report of received price quotations was provided to PIU. This was
due to the fact majority of received price quotations were for new printing machines,
not used. Irrespective of this, the FB collected in total 5 price quotations for similar
goods and signed the contract with company Grafische Systeme Volker mbH, Germany
– contract no. 1402 from 29 November, 2013, in amount of 278,000 Eur for
procurement of a second hand printing machine (according to the signed contract the
machine was built in year 2007).
Procurement of 1 machine for flat hot stamping / die cutting / embossing:
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The contract amount for procurement of a printing machine did not exceed 100
thousand euros per contract, thus no evaluation report of received price quotations
was provided to PIU. The FB signed contract with company Champion Creation
Industries, Taiwan – contract no. 060382 from 09 December, 2013, in amount of 89,000
US Dollars.
In conclusion, it is stated that procurements were made by FB in line with EIB agreed
procurement requirements under Credit Line Component and the PIU elaborated
“Guide on Procurements for Credit Line Component”.
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Annex 5. Schedule of pre-financing visits of sub-projects submitted by Potential Beneficiaries

N
o/o
1
2

Beneficiary name

Date

Location

First Line
Cricova

26.10.2012
28.11.2012

3
4
5

Vinaria din Vale
Educational Institutions
Tomai Vinex

28.02.2012
04.04.2013
02.04.2013

6

Bravo Wine

23.05.2013

7

Vinaria Zimbreni

07.06.2013

8

MoldNord

05.09.2013

9

Corten Vin Companie,
Agrogled

05.11.2013

Chisinau
Cricova,
Chisinau
Balti
Chisinau
Tomai, Comrat
district
Stefan Voda
district,
nearby Purcari
village
Zimbreni,
Ialoveni
district
Fălești and
Tomai, Leova
district
Taraclia

Number of
report
PF-01
PF-02
PF-03
PF-04
PF-05
PF-06

PF-07

PF-08

PF-09
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Annex 6. Status of financed sub-projects at the end of 2013

EIB approved amounts, EUR
N
o/o

Final Beneficiary

Implemented amounts, EUR

Remaining balance, EUR

Allocated
amount

Disbursed
amount

FB cash
contribution

Disbursed
amount

FB cash
Contribution

Allocated
amount

Disbursed
amount

FB cash
Contribution

1

2

3

4

5

6=1-2

7=2-4

8=3-5

1

Vinaria din Vale

3,800,000.00

1,500,000.00

350,000.00

544,944.43

0.00

2,300,000.00

955,055.57

350,000.00

2

Suvorov Vin

2,000,160.00

1,475,000.00

1,593,834.00

1,255,670.30

0.00

525,160.00

219,329.70

1,593,834.00

3

MIGDAL P

600,000.00

600,000.00

288,759.49

624,169.34

100,700.00

0.00

0.00

188,059.49

4

Vinaria Tiganca

650,000.00

223,585.20

212,719.00

257,912.30

63,300.00

426,414.80

0.00

149,419.00

5

Vinaria Zimbreni

1,144,462.00

1,144,462.00

6

CRICOVA

4,560,000.00

4,560,000.00

0.00

3,949,529.89

0.00

0.00

610,470.11

0.00

7

Divib Media
Tomai Vinex
FIRSTLINE
FAUTOR
ASCONI

29,325.00
615,000.00
760,000.00
366,791.00
3,672,347.00

29,325.00
445,291.26
760,000.00
366,791.00
3,672,347.00

35,500.00
383,745.37
163,073.00
196,653.00
104,826.00

29,325.00
443,333.52
760,000.00
423,611.00
2,857,206.51

20,523.00
56,883.73
0.00
196,653.00
23,312.00

0.00
169,708.74
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
1,957.74
0.00
0.00
815,140.49

14,977.00
326,861.64
163,073.00
0.00
81,514.00

517,235.00
600,000.00
600,000.00
597,270.00

517,235.00
600,000.00
600,000.00
270,000.00

363,622.70
0.00
0.00
7,591.00

522,483.54
600,000.00
600,000.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
327,270.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
270,000.00

363,622.70
0.00
0.00
7,591.00

0.00
0.00
300,000.00
0.00
0.00
745,976.00
461,376.73 3,748,553.54 3,917,929.61

300,000.00
571,480.00
4,110,431.83

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

API Orhei
Alianta Vin
DK-Intertrade
Alianta Vin (II
proiect)
Papfin
Nova Imprim
Total

0.00

300,000.00
300,000.00
300,000.00
0.00
745,976.00
745,976.00
571,480.00
0.00
21,558,567.00 17,810,014.46 4,571,806.56 12,868,189.83

0.00

Annex 6. Status of financed sub-projects at the end of 2013 (continuation)

Retroactively financed sub-projects – 2 (DK-Intertrade, Alianta Vin): PIU started to collect the
justification documents on procurements made under both sub-projects. DK-Intertrade has partly
provide some justification documents and PIU will continue working until DK-Intertrade will confirm
through justification documents the execution of the procurement contracts mentioned in the DLC
Statement of Expenditures. Alianta Vin hasn’t provide any justification document, except for some
verification notes with suppliers.
Implemented sub-projects – 1 (Fautor): Fautor has successfully implemented the EIB financed
sub-project. The EIB sub-loan was used for (i) Modernization of winemaking equipment - 98,750 Euro,
(ii) Renovation of production buildings, includes renovation of the area for processing, bottling and
fermentation in the amount of 189,907 Euro; (iii) Investments in increase of permanent working
capital in the amount of 110,487 Euro. EIB funds were used properly, according to their destination. FB
has made all the procurements under the approved contracts. All the equipment was installed and is
fully operational. FB presented all confirming documents. The Final Beneficiary’s own contribution
from future sales was fully implemented. During 2012-2013 FB planted about 19.67 ha of vines in
Romanovca village, Leova district. FB presented the document on establishment of multiannual
plantation issued by the mayoralty from Romanovca, Leova district.
Sub-projects with finalized procurements from EIB sources – 4 (Migdal-P, Divib media, Firstline,
API-Orhei) and remained to implement FB’s cash contribution. FB implemented all the procurement
contracts financed by EIB and presented justification documents on them. EIB funds were used
properly, according to the destination. All the goods, works and services procured from EIB sources are
in place and are fully operational.
1. Migdal-P under the EIB financed sub-project, from EIB sources managed to extend the production
capacity through construction of a distinct hall for wine storage, to equip the new production
building with temperature control tanks for wine storage and to increase the volume of bottled
wines produced. As a result, during 2013 FB produced several new wines and penetrated 6 new
markets. From his cash contribution FB procured 21 Stainless steel Tanks in total amount of 3,400
Euros. 19 units were installed in the section of producing of wine distillates and 3 units in the wine
primary production hall. At the same time, FB procured 6 temperature control stainless steel tanks
that were installed in the new constructed production building but the confirmative documents will
be presented later. Also, FB procured equipment for primary processing of grapes (grapes crushing
machine and pneumatic press) in total amount of 97,300 Euro that was not foreseen in the BP. In

2013, from own sources FB spent 100,700 Euro and the remained amount of 188,060 Euro from own
cash contribution will be invested in 2014.
2. API-Orhei from EIB sources procured winemaking equipment (bunker for reception, pneumatic
press, crushing machine, cooling equipment, filters, vessels for trailers for grape transportation,
stainless steel tanks and others), constructed a production building for grape processing and wine
production, renovated the laboratory and water treatment station and invested in needed working
capital. FB future cash contribution represents 363,622.66 and will be implemented in the period
2014-2016.
3. Firstline through the EIB financed sub-project managed to modernize the equipment for producing
packaging in amount of 1,426,686 Euros, to construct a new warehouse in amount of 163,073 Euros
and to procure polyethylene film and PVC in amount of 150,000 Euros needed for equipment
functioning. The FB own contribution from future sales mounts to 163,073 Euros for
construction/renovation of a warehouse. FB started to renovate the production building and plans
to finalize the construction works in 2014.
4. Divib media through the EIB financed sub-project managed to renovate the production building and
to procure winemaking equipment for grape processing, wine fermentation and storage. The FB own
contribution represents 35,500 Euros. In 2013, FB managed to invest from own sources 20,523
Euros.
Sub-projects in course of implementation – 9 (Vinaria Tiganca, Vinaria Zimbreni, CRICOVA SA, Vinaria
din Vale, Suvorov Vin, Tomai Vinex, ASCONI SRL, Alianta Vin (II project), Papfin):
1. Vinaria Tiganca has successfully implemented 100% of the disbursed amount of 223,584.00 Eur
which represents 35 % from the allocated amount. In 2014, FB will disburse from EIB the remaining
balance of allocated amount of 426,415.80 Euro. FB from EIB sources started the procurements of
winemaking equipment and the renovation of production buildings. FB paid in advance for
fermenters and the supplier will deliver them in 2014. FB prepared the production hall for
fermenters and vertical vessels: padded the hall with bricks and poured concrete floors. The
concrete was poured as well in the grapes processing hall and in the hall for wine storage. FB intends
to cover the interior and exterior walls of all production buildings, in order to assure good working
conditions and to confer a unique style to the wine factory. The FB own contribution from future
sales consist in planting 10 ha of vineyards and procuring a tractor in total amount of 212,719.00
Euro. Up to the moment, FB has planted 6.33 ha of vineyards (Rara neagra) in Romanovca, Leova
and the act of establishment of perennial plantations was issued at 18.06.2013 by the authorized
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authority. As a result, the FB contribution from future sales mounts to 63,300 Eur and the rest
amount will be implemented in the coming year.
2. Cricova has disbursed 100 % of the allocated amount and till the end of 2013 implemented 87 % of
it. FB from EIB sources managed to procure almost all the approved winemaking equipment and
finalized construction works of yeast preparation sector, energetic block related to sparkling wines
production, packaging hall, main production block. Renovated the sewer system and finalized the
design works for reconstruction of the main block of sparkling wines production. The remained
balance of the disbursed amount will be used for finalizing the construction and renovation of
production buildings, which is planned to be finalized in the first quarter of 2014. Cricova SA own
contribution consists in in-kind investments prior made.
3. Vinaria din Vale disbursed in 2 tranches 1,500,000 Euro or 39 % of the allocated amount. FB solicited
EIB funds for procurement and setting of winemaking equipment and machinery and for
construction and renovation of production buildings of the newly procured factory located in
Baltimunicipality . After receiving EIB approval and before making the first disbursement, FB changed
the statement of expenditures and directed the approved EIB allocations to modernization of the
factory located in Burlacu village, Cahul district. The new statement of expenditures was reviewed
and approved by DLC and is in line with EIB procurement requirements. According to the new
statement of expenditures, FB solicited 556,851.79 Euro for procurement of winemaking and
943,148.21 Euro for construction of the wine fermentation and treatment hall. The production hall
for wine fermentation and treatment is in the construction phase: the concrete foundation was
poured; the pipes and the metal structure were already installed, and follows to be covered with the
bought sandwich panels. At the date of the monitoring visit the equipment was not delivered. FB
own cash contribution is envisaged to be implemented in 2014 and consists of planting 35 ha of
vineyards in amount of 350 000 Eur.
4. Suvorov Vin implemented 63 % of the EIB allocated amount or 1,255,670.30 Euro. From EIB sourced
was procured winemaking equipment and were renovated some production halls. The winemaking
equipment bought from EIB funds was installed in 3 distinct locations: Cazaiac, Popeasca and
Causeni. The factories from Popeasca and Cazaiac are specialized in primary processing of grapes
and the factory from Causeni is specialized only in the bottling of wines. The factory from Popeasca
and Causeni belongs to the same economic agent, which is Suvorov Vin. The factory from Cazaiac
village belongs to “Kazayak Vin” JSC. Suvorov Vin uses the production premises of “Kazayak Vin”.
That is why, part of the equipment, bought from EIB funds, was installed in Cazaclia village. In the
Excise Certificate Nr 02028 issued at 16.10.2002 by the State Inspectorate is emphasized the fact
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that Suvorov Vin uses the production premises of Kazaiak Vin and is responsible for the excises
generated by it. The FB cash contribution represents 1,593,834.00 Euro. FB hasn’t started its
implementation.
5. Tomai Vinex from the disbursed amount of 445,291.26 Euros managed to refurbish the existing
wine storage tanks and procure equipment for primary treatment of wine, to procure viticulture
machinery and to elaborate the project for vineyards establishment. All the procurements contracts
were executed and were presented justification documents, with the exception of “Vitpom Consult”
SRL. Vitpom Consult SRL started to elaborate the project for vineyards establishment, but the service
was not yet delivered. It is planned to be finalized in 2014, when the remained allocation will be
solicited for vineyards establishment. The FB cash contribution represents 383,742.04 Euro. In 2013,
FB from own cash contribution procured goods and works in total amount of 56,883.73 Euros for (a)
tanks renovations – procured additional materials from Bemas SRL that were not foreseen in the BP,
(b) tractor – procured a tractor “Belarus” 921 from 2 KR, (c) vineyards restructuring (changed the
vine seedlings form) in order to be able to cultivate the vineyards with the newly procured viticulture
machinery.
6. Asconi made payments to suppliers in total amount of 3,370,795.67 Euro or 92% from allocated
amount and received goods, works and services only in amount of 2,857,206.51 Euro which is 77.8 %
from the allocated amount. The ordered winemaking equipment is in the phase of setting up and the
bottles will be delivered further on FB’s demand. FB paid 100 % of the approved amounts for
viticulture machinery, winemaking equipment and working capital. Procured galvanized poles,
legainox wire and vine seedlings and will finalize vineyards establishment in 2014. The FB cash
contribution from future sales represents 104,826 Euros for investments in viticulture. Although FB
plans to make the investments in 2014, he already procured from own sources legainox wire from
"Mollificio Bertolussi" SRL in total amount of 23,312 Euro.
7. Vinaria Zimbreni disbursed 100 % of the allocated amount and presented justification documents
only on 372,743.34 Euro. FB cash contribution represents 221,256.7 Euro for renovation of grapes
processing hall and for wine storage hall. FB started the reconstruction works of the production
buildings, both from EIB funds and own sources. FB will receive the invoices on executed works only
at the commissioning date. Procured winemaking equipment in the amount of 372,743.34 Euro.
8. Alianta Vin (II project) from the disbursed amount procured some fermenters, but after the Russian
embargo they are revising their investment strategy and are not ready to proceed,
9. Papfin already ordered the production equipment for label printing and on the 20 th of January 2014
it will be shipped from China.
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Annex 7. PIU Organizational Chart
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Annex 8. Program consolidated PR actions for 2013
I.

Type of Activity
Radio publicity
Radio spot (Rom. Version )

Radio spot (Rus version)

II.

III

1

2

3

4

5

Radio channel
Radio
“Vocea
Basarabiei”
Radio “Noroc”
Radio
”Albena
Comrat”
Radio
“Albena
Taraclia”

Location
National

Broadcasts
138

Period
01.Feb-10 April

National
Comrat

138
244

01.Feb-10 April
21.05 - 20.07

Taraclia

244

21.05 - 20.07

Subtotal
TV publicity

TV channel

Location

764
Broadcasts

TV show “Bastina”

TRM “Moldova1”

National

30 min

3rd
November

TV Airing (40 sec. video spot) TRM “Moldova1”

National

42 min

01.dec-31.dec

Subtotal
Seminars and Agricultural Participant,
Forums
Representatives

Seminar organized by the Farmers
and
ACSA
consultancy
and Agricultural
training firm
economic
agents
from rural
and
agricultural zones
Seminar organized by the Local councilors and
Success Consulting Group, economic agents
consultancy and training
firm
Seminar organized by the Farmers
and
ACSA
consultancy
and Agricultural
training firm
economic
agents
from rural
and
agricultural zones
Seminar organized by the Farmers
and
Agroinform consultancy and Agricultural
training firm “Getting access economic
agents
to credits in Agriculture”
from rural
and
agricultural zones
“Investment
International Credit and Leasing

Location

Cahul,
Hincesti

1 h 12 min
Nr.
seminars/
Nr of
Leaflets
1/40
1/40

Period
of

Period

12.06
14.06.13

Calarasi,
(Pirjolteni)

1/30

24.06.13

PIU office

1/40
1/40

4 November
20 November

Ungheni,
Telenesti,
Orhei,
Calarasi,
Straseni
Chisinau

5/700

06,15,19,20,22
November

1/50

1st of March
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1

Forum”
Launching
the
Guide
“Protection Systems for the
Viticulture” elaborated by
the GPEA
Subtotal
National
Magazines/Newspaper
“Il Ponte”

2

“Punkt”

3

“Logospress”

6

IV

4

“Kommersant”

V

Subtotal
Exhibition

1

ExpoVin Moldova 2013

2

3

4

5

6

VI

Officer
Credit Specialists

Title of the article

Edition

L’ORO
DELLA
MOLDOVA Version
in italian
”
Geese
saved
Rome, the wine will
save Moldova!”
“Filiere
du
Vin
Credit”

March
edition

1/100

12/1050
Nr. of
articles
1

Date
March

№ 53

1

May

№23 (999)

2

21 of June

“The 5th tranche of № 40 (1016)
the Credit Line”
“Money, Years and n/a
Wine”

01 November
1

28 November

5
Location

Chisinau, Republic
of Moldova
Moldovan Wine Festival
Chisinau, Republic
of Moldova
Vernisajul Vinului spring Chisinau, Republic
edition
of Moldova
Grapes
Festival
from Cimislia, RM
Cimislia, 1st edition
Vernisajul Vinului winter Chisinau, Republic
edition
of Moldova
MoldAgroTech, Farmer
Subtotal
Publications

MoAFI office

2013
24 December

Period

Nr
of Participant
Leaflets
22-23
of
50
Credit
February
Specialist
October 06 100
PIU team
th
07
April 16th
100
Administrative
Officer
08
200
Administrative
September
Officer
December
100
Administrative
th
18
Officer

Chisinau, MD

October 23th

Distribution

Year of
edition
Nr.51, 2013

30
480
Print run,
number
3000

Nr.52, 2013

3000

PIU placed an direct publicity Chisinau
in the “PUNKT” magazine
PIU placed an direct publicity Chisinau

PIU
Date
Feb.2013
March 2013
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VII

in the “PUNKT” magazine
PIU placed an direct publicity
in the “Curierul Agricol”
newspaper
PIU placed an informative
note in the “Agricultura
Moldovei” magazine
PIU placed publicity in the
Guide “Protection Systems
for
the
Viticulture”
elaborated by the GPEA
Subtotal
PFI’s network
PFIs
headquarters
territorial branches

VIII.

IX

Chisinau and rural Nr.1,2,3, 5,
areas
7, 8 from
2013
National
2013

40000

11.01.201301.03.2013

1000

24.04.2013

National

1000

04.12.2013

Name
of
Commercial Banks
& MoldovaAgroindbank
Social Bank
Mobiasbank
Energbank
Moldindconbank

2013

Nr of
Branches
22
9
9
14
16

48000
Nr of
Leaflets
440
180
180
280
320
600
2000

Supplying of stocks
Subtotal
65
Other channels
Total leaflets distributed at other meetings
100
Leaflets distributed by PIU to Program beneficiaries
200
TOTAL Leaflets distributed in 2013
3680
Online media (websites)
www.vinmoldova.md; www.odimm.md; www.apia.md; www.businessportal.md;
www.winemoldova.md,

Person in
charge
Administrative
Officer (AO)
AO
AO
AO
AO
AO

PIU staff
PIU staff
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Annex 9. Planned activities for the 1st quarter 2014

I.
1

2
3
4
5

Credit Line
To organize informative meetings with potential beneficiaries through: regional agricultural
divisions, professional associations from the sector, NAF Agroinform, ACSA and other relevant
institutions
To identify potential beneficiaries of the Program and inform them about the way to access EIB
funds, terms and conditions for on-lending, procurement rules
To consult potential beneficiaries in filling in the “Questionnaire of the Program applicant” and
Business plan elaboration.
To consult potential beneficiaries on eligibility issues of the investment projects

7

Continuous review of Procurement documentation of the Final Beneficiaries. Continuous
consulting of potential beneficiaries on procurement rules/practices to be followed
To finance sub-projects through participating commercial banks based on request of payment
from CLD
To analyse and review Business Plans of potential beneficiaries

8

To submit to the MoF the disbursement request from EIB loan.

9

To consolidate statistic and financial data on final beneficiaries.

6

March

I quarter
February

Activities

January

No

10 To establish the monitoring graphic and continue performing regular monitoring visits to FB sites.
To collect information regarding FB Sub-projects implementation.
11 To define and develop the Monitoring Reports Templates and other questionnaires needed for
data collection.
12 To prepare Monitoring Visit reports for sub-projects implemented.
II

Leasing

2

To continue monitoring of updates in the Moldovan regulations on leasing activities, legal and
fiscal aspects of the finance leasing
To submit to the EIB the PIU concept of leasing,

3

To submit to MoF to approval the PIU concept of leasing

4

To submit to PIU Counsel of Observers to approval the Operational Manual for Leasing activity

5

To develop Leasing Policy and Client Evaluation Procedures

6

To complete design of the Beneficiary Leasing Guide and Business Plan.

7

To organize abroad study visit to a leasing company specialized in finance leasing of wine
equipment, machinery and viticulture vehicles

8

To attend relevant training courses such as:

1

a)

Client's Business and Lease application Analysis. Credit scoring of lessee;

b)

Business planning and financial modelling for leasing activities. Financial Analysis of leasing
activity;
Delinquency management. Analysis of reimbursement risk. Nonperforming lease financing

c)

recovery.
d)

Risk management of Leasing transactions
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9

To translate part of Operations Manual and other relevant documents on leasing instrument

IV

Promote quality control bodies, education and research
To continue implementing the approved sub-projects through capitalization of the disbursed
amount and delivery of goods, works and services to the institutions premises:
Interact with approved FBs in organizing first procurements, as follows:
Microwinery equipment for UTM and CNVVC
Laboratory research equipment for UTM / CNVVC / ISPHTA
ICT equipment for UTM / CNVVC / ISPHTA
Classroom/office furniture for ISPHTA
Select a Consulting Company (architecture and design) to elaborate the design and building
repairing needs for the microwinery halls of ISPHTA.
To revise the Procurement plan for the 2nd quarter of 2014 and to adjust it to FB requirements,
respectively to the sub-projects implementation rate.
To work with MoAFI and decision making bodies in order resume the activity of the working group
and to establish the new responsibilities of this.
Operational Working Group, perform study visits to the newly identified education institution, in
order to identify their necessities related to wine and vine departments.
To consult newly identified educational institutions and the working group in BP developing.

1

2
3
4
5

To conduct post-financing monitoring visits to the approved and financed educational
institutions.

6
V
A
1

2
3

Program Management Component
PIU operational activities
Competitively select the following individual Consultants:
Winemaking/viticulture Consultant
Procurement Assistant (to support prompt implementing of the new “Education
component” and provide support under Credit Line)
Laboratory Research Equipment Consultant {part time}(to support prompt implementing
of the new “Education component” and provide support under Credit Line)
Construction Specialist (to support prompt implementing of the new “Education component” and
provide support under Credit Line)
Continuously monitor implementation of goods/consulting contracts. Sign/extend new contracts
for supply of goods and services (including individual consulting services)
To execute monthly payments of PIU staff and individually contracted consultants salaries,
payments being made on the date of calculation and payment, not later than the last day of the
current month.

B

PR activities

1
2

To maintain and update the content for the winemoldova web page and Filliere du Vin facebook
page
To contract a broadcasting company in order to promote the Program short video spot through
TV main Channels

3

To participate at radio shows (radio shows atRadioMoldova post, JurnalFM, etc.)

5

Organize meetings in territories together with Agricultural Consultants “Agroinform”, “ACSA”
and “National Federation of Farmers” and “Success Consulting”
Organize a pr event with mass media at finalization of FB Cricova implementation project

6
7

To write, edit and place several articles in national newspapers and magazines targeting the
agriculture and wine industry (Agricultura Moldovei, Curierul Agricol, Viticultura şi Vinificaţia,
Business Class, etc.)

8

Disseminate program leaflets through Commercial Banks branches

9

To write, edit and place several articles on different internet portals in the economic section
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(unimedia.md, interlic.md, azi.md, businessportal.md, arena.md, vesti.md, vinmoldova.md)
C
1
2
3
D
1
2
3
4

MIS elaboration and implementation
To organize meetings between PIU and Noi TI & Service in order to achieve the MIS development
plan
To develop system for recording and reporting the credit application and other documents within
Credit Line
To test and adjust documents and reports developed for Credit Line instrument
Budgeting and Reporting
To prepare all quarterly reports for 2014 and annual reports for 2014 for relevant institutions
(MoF, Fiscal Authority, social insurance authority, etc.)
To elaborate Program Progress report for the IV quarter of 2013
To develop and submit to MoAFI for approval and MoF for coordination annual financial plans and
detailed Program budget for 2014 per components, according to MoF requirements
To develop detailed quarterly plan of activities for PIU for 2014
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